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I. lipw% Define and Why Do Asessment
To assess. This term, which at its simplest
means to observe and to judge something, is

go one of the most visible results of what has
been called a "Copernican revolution" in
education.*

Today, most Amen Zan educators would
probably agree that the learner not the
teacher is at the center of the eddcational
universe. In the last few decades, however,
growing numbers of educators have seriously
set about translating the modern consensu
into action. In varying ways, they have
undertaken the task of helping learners learn
certain processes how to seek out,
integrate and use knowledge rather than
simply passing along the body of knowledge
itself.

Education, so understood, can never be
adequately evaluated by traditional testing.
Narrow, one-dimensional probes into a
student's mines of stored information do not
begin to get at how she learns or what she
can do. Grades and cunies, which sort
students into groups for administrative
handling, say nothing about how each one is
using her talents or growing toward her
potential.

This new view of learning demands a broader
yet more personal view of each learner's
progress. Hence, assessment: a
multidimensional attempt to observe and
judge the individual learner in action.

4Russell dgenon, itum leging to A,,e,men(,
fund for the Improvement ut Pest.%wton41.ev
Lducation, 14(JshIngt1,n, 1).( 197fi
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There are problems. To begin with, we must

rely on sampling. A human being is a living

mystery, only partly visible to another person.

Yet even that.part would take more than a .

lifetime to record. from thi, tens of thpusands

of hours of a student's college career, we tan

select but a handful for careful observatkm.

-How do we know the sample is

repre..entative? Is the student having an

unusually bad ior good, day? is she simply

showing her strong suit, or can she exhibit

the same ainhties under different
ciri constant es!

rft.0
.01.

Then there is observing:. Even the smallest

sample of human behavior icso ricrcly

complex that we cal, focus only on a few key

elements. Whic:h oness do We record
them? Does the situation really call for then's?

Does it restrict the student to doing only what

we are looking for, or does it challenge her

to show her best?

SAMPLING

72



Judging raises.more h..ird questions. How can
ve sep4rate an intangible af3iiity (like

analysis) (ram thy activity (like writylg) that
make. it visible? Who shall judge? How do
we assure some uniformity among several
assessors? In judging we are applying criteria.
How mbch drmonstration of an ability is
enough? What makes an "ejective" action?
How are these and other criteria set? By
whom?

4 -

These quekions are not the kind that have -
'fixed answers. To undertake assessment
means s.ampling, observ:ng and judging
according to criteria. It meansdeveloping a
whole array of techniques, to take into
account tfie fullest possible range of human
talents. And it means an ongoing
commitmekt.to dealing with these kinds of
questions.

The following pages record some of our
exploratiun into assessment at Alvemo
College. We have accepted the challenge
because it is full of promise. Already we are
learning to ask more_and bettei questions.
We are developing a more solki ground for
comparisons and evaluations, since
assessment is built on specified criteria. And
we are gaining more and more individualized
portraits of each learner's unique
constellation c)f unfolding abilities, her
personal style of learnini4 and doing.

CRITERiA

sr
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We have made a major commttment to
"assessment at Alverno College. We are
committed to assess what is being taught in

. every course in out curriculum. indeed, we
consider the assessment techniques and
criteria as important as the topics and texts
of the courses. We are also committed to
assessing student competence outside the

...classroom: The Assessment Center, with a
iull-time staff attd klozens of trained campus

. ari.d outside assessors, administers external
issessments and eitaluative feedback to
students throughout the school year.

This all came ,ibout as a direct result of our
effort to define and bring into being a
fundamentally new.approach to the age-old
task of liberal education. We began this
effort a decade ago, ir, the late 1960s, when
serious questions_wecs surfacing nationwide
about thepLaning aria-value of college and
of liberal education in particular. At Alverno,
these questions combined with our neecl to
redefine our mission as a small, urban
Catholic liberal arts college for women. The
result was a deep and serious inquiry into
our goals and values as educ ators.

After two years of special seminars, faculiy
institutes, student-faculty commissions and
college-wide forums, our inquiry took more
definite shape in a series of questions our
president asked the academic departments
in 1970-71:

se.111,N,
,t 40: a,

- "What kinds of questions-am being
asked by professionks in your add
that relate to the validity of yew
discipline in a total college program/sr%

"What is your department's position
on these?"
"How are you dealing with them
problems in your general educalon
courses, and in the wok for a major
in your field?"

"What are you teaching that is sb
important that students cannot afford
to pass up courses in your
departmentr

(Thefirst four levels of each competence,
required of every student in her general
education program, are detailed in the
diagraini



During the ensuing year of rationale
presentations by each of the departments,
the faculty reached a consensus that

. outcomes for the student are the
Alemonstrable value afany leamins
experience, "What kirrel of per,on," we then
asked "are we as educators seeking to
develw? What outcomes or characteristirs
will stie need as a part of her-lifer In
response to this question we developed the
framework of a series of eight general
abilitie, which, taken together, would result
from a successful liberal eduvation.

4
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No one of these, we realized, could 1>e
taught or learned directly in a single
experience: Nor could they tx, divorced
from the lihr,rial arts curriculum ot which
they are the out«imes. The Lwulty th,letc re
eyentually na eat 'h of these abil

which we c ailed "competence.," into a
sequence ot six'k.vels at which the student
ypuld expec ted to demogstrate her
ability as she prugresZied threitl.g,P the
undergraduate curia ulum.

We identified these Pvels evanuning thy
exYstittg t unit kilurn in eat h ut oui
dist iplines, Traditionally, vat h depailnient
had des( nheml rts e tone ulum a. a .true fury
of knowledgi., h., ginning vtith basic gencial
cod( epts and Motu

tornples't and spy( ialiied studies 1 lus

Wu WOilU'd flOM OP.. assumption that Were is

also a progressiiin lviittc% impht it II thc
movement troin Ve 141

adValtt scithildr, Ole kie thyn. \Ads 1(4

discern the dot ...lopinental pantwis ahead%
t'mbudded in the nor'plal OM( LuILInI I i oW

r.11hOr th,lp 1(1 oNticlinI:out nchis
or to t reale .1 vt iit & tIit
strut lure,

`1,

1 1

After we had identified these irompetences
and their sequential levels, the question.'
het ame: -How can we tell how farlalorig a
student is n developing thi..se
competences?" It would he rX)intless, we
realized, to have spz.nt so much time and
otost articulating our educational goals
unless We Welk' waling to make a similar
investment in assessing their attainment.
Thus we arrived at assessment ;is a natural
and. t cut i,ul WO of our auporach
edue ahem,



How* Uhdérs. ta* nd-Nssessment
.Cfnct; we had come to see our.purpbse as
helping each-student fieverop her abilities,
we needed to ask dot simply "What does
4he knowf." but "What c anshi do with what
she.knowsr Thi-S:ted to more diffictilt
questions Oar,- the traditiimai
paper-and-pentil testieg methods coulag
probe. No longer cobld we'rely on seeking
right answers, or asking 1or rt-petitions and 4

reformulations' ot memorized informatwn,
(.)ur asessment tec hn.iques would h:we ICI
challenge each student to show her

t.iehioring abilitios in the hest and broadesi
manner 4) 1 tvhic h she vv.p.

-
hif 0111(4)11W-t onleryd vievtiofrdut mon

onsiderablv deepened .iiar
underskindms of the twil lassit tun( nom* ot
tt..sttng----tn rellential and to dagnose, We
..kould,need uss:essmtnts elhinigh for
ys to' t on them behge...
other .educiairs Last:ith Vt. ithlp ,and outside Mil
4.0lit'gt'ftirVe ,1 st I WM4 Id 1111Yr ,vo..ckinvnt.
uht tuntiy Tot Oa 'doff dohulyn tol the

student .itt?1 her 111q1111 It /11, 11 !ilan her
turther learryng°1-,Qenew ',suet Y.et

w t twin never ifitird cu 111S0 it.hi 4.11 OW.

t4Itimate rays( m &erre tor as...es.!toori
provide. thIi student. areat ot 111.111 \ 1.141),,

_in 'htir dl.;y,11(45itienC tt'ith'pikiresiek
.Ind Moto o7(tivl(tr4lf prrOdus. i)1 hut oroolglm.;

gltrs. and stt les, sr; Mat
she bop Onlf .11) milyprndvol 11..11 nor.

finalk, we h.'' trIll to Mt uN 4441 (wit ( m,-
bY knowlvdrzing that, t in m, lie,

In it. vOrtufro).; Nnp.0 uoAht, 11%1141. 111,..

relict ted 4111 1011t1,- 1,111(llng 111{1'11111M IN

tOstt't th.11'1%(1111(1

%hapa, and vph:Inri, oill {RA., .1 MI

heynnd the t nilege
expeneut.e. .issessith.ipisIiierr, would

,

hay.e to provide some a;surance thit the
siudent 1,holved vvece at some

point becoming personalized, part of her
habitual way of handling.sikations in het
personal Jnd sptial as well as.her acaderyic
and professional lite.

As these understandings Krev'v, we tOok hold
of avec terms that helped to summarize and.
guide .Ahat we were learning. Oor
assessments.had fti be, as-nearly asiwe
4 Mild make them,.generic, developmental
and holistic,

nefic
[ slutient t ompetern es ihernse)ves' are
generit , rather th:In 491/1ply sile.:ltic to a task-

.atuation. They ar atilibute
harat terisht ii ts' student herself. While

-Thtiv are learQyd and tleiiiiinstrated
specnit settins these genern,,ahihties can
hC.tran,terred and n1odifivci/6 A ty. Of

sittiatnins,

s
Re( ak,se of the generic maple of the abilites'
wv.are teaching tor, therefor,,, our
isse..rnenrs (an and Ines: 1.)e.both exterrial
.1nr muitipj,ç. Bah these qualities help to

,insure that the abditv a ,,wdent develops in,
a given learning situation is a p.trt of her
ovo,4)1131 reVertoire, afid that she Lan
eNcil 0,0 It III ,liv ing r onrexh.

.
\ (1;1 odlltv nnthars In ..eveml The

t literia ki,ed to .1.0,N(1, r.)r a given
1 11.11'11«. ary 'developed Ineside the.

itaitiCui,ir I Mg 4111111}; ond adapted for use
,11 As.0%`.(lf". 4)110.1 slit'

d1.11% 11 111M) /11114/( O)4 class and oft .

campus 1, hen the student and insttuc tot.
inf1s111.1.0' ,i,r.suf, ow\ ohs 0 t h

re1.1 in nit. (1,1.1,111( 4, n(1411,1111'11 111171111

111), I l Illt.'111 III fit'
f

4
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Multiplicity occurs in requiring a single

ability to be validated in severat settings,

and in the constant use ot multiple

viewpoints instructors and faculty

co-assessors, off-campus assessors, peers
and self-osessment. The use of multiple

sessments gives the student the
opportunity and the obligation to seek

certification in a variety of settings. In

addition, she always has at least two sources

Of judgment (herself and another ssessor)

and often several, from a variety ot

backgrounds.

Thus, tor example, one part of effective
--ommunic,Thons is the abdity to deliver-a
compleit spoken message to an uninitiatyil

audience. Attempting to demonstraki this

ability- a student might well,prenare and

deliver a talk on tarliovascular eirculaticm

tor an eighth-grade class . iSuch an exert ise,

we have found, pnwides a powerful te,,t 01
how well Nhe has "made her own" the
phYsiology of the heart and blood vessek,

along with a sample ol her speaking ahilitics

ill ac Don.) Hui physioOgy instrut tor and a

t ommumcations instrtic tor would )inn in
tudging,such spPt dic criteria its organizanon

(thesis siatement, supporting evideme,),

voit projet him, and so on. tater, the'

student would ret eive teedb,u k on the

strengths and sut USW,' in her talk as well as

the .aeas in whit h hu nest needs to

4 (1114 oh, her (earning ettott.

But befom the faculty can assert that 4te has

made this ability a usable Part of her

personal .communication repertoire, a

successful assessment (formally referred to act
Alverno as ci "validation") must be

corroborated. She would also be required to

deliver compai-able complex sp?ken

nwssages successfully in 'other settings

say, before a simulated urban planning
woup and in a philosophy seminar.

The assessments used tri establish a given

level of competence may vary widely, both

in the modes the student employs and in the

nwthods of assessment. Demonstrating her -

ability at a given level in analySis, for

example, a student might find herself called
upon to draft and later edit a written critique

ot the sound and,tmage patterns in a poem,

with her t nghsh instructor and herself as

assessors. She might _also work with a lab

partner to isolate and identify a particular
ell variety under a mit re,cope, with.herself

and her pannermother .lab team and finally

the t.)1010gy insructor assessnlg the lab

Tournai. A; a later level, she might

partiL ipate in an on-campus prowc t
identifying patterns in labor grievance. and

analviing their underlong cause.; tor a large

Manilla( tunng ntm, with the ompany's

lanni relations due( tor and her management

instrui tor rooperating dssvsors.

It



Developmentol
we also understand competence in
developmental terms. -This means not only
that competence lek are sequenced in a
progressive learrithg pattern, but that we use
assessment itself. 4s,a teaching tool. We do
this by making aSieSSment techniques and
criteria pkbgEoAmpiiit and by
presenting the results to the student
immediately and in detail in a struitureil
feedback situation.

At the beginning of each course, the
instructor spells out the course goals in the
syllabus, including the competence levels a
,tudent may be ready to demonstrate as a
result of the course experience. In th?
syllabus, the instructor relates the particular
materials and assignments to the course
goals. The syllabus also specifies the
assessment techniques that will be used, and
enumerates thecriteria upon which the
students work will be judged.

in an environmental psychology class, for
example, students may seek validation in'
analysis at level 4 ("integrates patterns seen
in data to torm conclusions-) and in
individual/environment relationships at
levels 3 and 4 rspeces the effects of a
setting on human behavio:" and "designs
alternate settings to solve at environment

problemTh In weekiv field obsersations e-ach
student is required to record a given site's
influence on such variables as privacy or
stress. This challenges her ability to identify

$

environmental effects (environmentt, level 3),
while required readings provide her with
models for integrating what she observes
and infers (analysis, level 4).

The student must report orally on her field
observations each week. Her instructor and
fellow students asses..; her report, using such
cr0 ia as specific description of the setting,
of the subjects, and of the behaviors
observed, and clear articulation of 'low She
inferred the setting's impact. Besides these
weekly assessments, the student is also
given larger, more formal assessment
problems. Having read and discuss7ed
Edward Hall's The Hidden Dimension, for
instance, she is asked to design a cafeteria
for the UN building, taking into account the
wide differences Hall outlines in cultural
space/intimacy Patterns. This exercise
challenges her ability to propose
environmental alternatives (environment,
level 4), .

Whetheror not she elects to attempt
validation during the course, each student
receives ongoing assessment, This gives both
her and her instructor a diagnostic view of
her learning progress. As soon as possible
after each assessment, the student receives
detailed feedback on her performance in
terms of the overall course goals and
speCific criteria set forth in the syllabus.



In the environmental psychology course,
feedback on the field work asse,...sments is
instantaneous (though the instructor may
ako set up an individual feedback session
with a student he feels is havirg difficulties).
On exercises like the UN cateteria design,
the student might receive a detailed written
annotation ot -her plan and her diagrams,
and the class might engage in a group
feedback session as well. The feedback inc.y
also address skills the student exhibits in
collateral areas isuch as graphing, aesthetics
or social intera( n))n in her t cafeteria
design', een though the y. are riot being
validated in'this

Whether it is for Yalicialion nr tor diagnosis
alone,:ohether it is as simple s a series 01
(,ne-paiagrapli resf ionses tc) ,lbout

a tlinl III ,Is t ,Is presel1t1I1t. .1

Use ilidn t1) I l('li)1,t)th)H)(I ,Iss()(
try til Use Vat h dst'ssrf)eill ,1

learning milerience. assessmen1

should contribute to and ( cilminale d
proce-ss ol )rking ""itl ViiI kilt)V.
goals, \yid) frequent stops to 111e,is1irt The
sidti (,1 ,Irt" in, the alnli1 TI ii, 11/dr111

%t,rLIIig to de\ clop and we are worktng
riister

st,

As Ill' i most traditional !knifing. no
-tar idst, sei rot \ is needed Ill

assessment. In lac I, \Nu linti thar
de\ elopmental growth flocir ',hes \\ hely flu,
goals and purposes fiT teat lung, along \y ith
the tot liniques for iiiiisiiing them anti
/11C.tstit Mg theft U HU\ 4.1114.11T. arc in,ide

V\IIII( drl( 11111)111,

(Ilhdot ed Htii the,fusilits (I1 .IssessIllent are
presented in -,rtit !Wulf teedh,itl.
kspo.(ni 1 111(11 the st ii Iti ii t iii 1,Nliet

.1 .ireffir ,Ti!r1UUidr UP lie, deriormani e.
its C4'111(111, intl ls Inipht ,itif

Holistic
The third defining concept we recognized as.,
vie developed our assessrient process k the -

holistic nature of the competences. We have
analy/,..d them intu levels and component
abilities in order to make them manageable
tor ettective teaching, learhing and
aswssment. Yet we reali/e that the
comiretences are, in reality, inwparable
parts ot the whole person. Taken together,
they answer the first question we asked
Ourselves about outcomes: "What kind of
1YersOrl, WIth what charac teristic s, are we
seeking to deyelopr.

The sequential le\ els ot the cumpetences
are drerefore cumulative, in both espenence
and assessment. Fat Ii leyel hudds upim and
includes the Mtn- le\ els, and the student has
frequent opportunity further eyalciate and
tehne ,thilities tor \\ 110! she hos already
been \ aliddted, Indeed, Vv('
1)1Wilndie MIT instrtit tit iftil enorts to ensure

that this automatically. (it (Ws_ As she
undenakes to sliec 11\ Ill r'.isinghy CI mple
111.111011shIps among world eYents
It ontemporal \ le\ el ("NdrIMIU,

.she 11111st begin interweat mg !hp sep,hale
hislciocal bac kgiounds 1liti arose from a

sophr.111 orlon or her drown ability to
ii\iilore a single eyenrs historic al c onte\I

row It'Vis 111 ,11)11 I .1te OW% 1101

/ml r ,114 411,I1N ii 111t Mt if t

t,111111e5 uses

15
)%if it'1911,K,



At thesame time, larning and assessment
Fook forward beyond the level at hand. In
each course or individual learning
experience, arid in each assessment
situation, we attempt to elicit trom the
student the most advanced performance of
which she is rapable. For example, while
keeping a jourr. II to find and make explicit
what her values are (level 1 ot valuingi, a
student is likely to explore her actions, her
aesthetic preferonces or her religious
heritage.',he might record reflections on
various products ot our technological age,
from modem Hedicine to transistoi thdlos.

Her instructor would examine the journal
'according to the ( Medd tor level 1. In
addition, the ins-ouctor would point out
where the student discerns expressed %aloes
in anktic and cultural works (leYel 2! or
infer, value problems implicit in tec hnology
(level 3!. The feedback would thus show her
where she is already deeloping abilities
beyond those ior whi( h she is seeking
validation. The unlimited possibilities tor
exhibiting c ompetenc e are een inure

evident at the advanced levels. Here t.he
student helps design or select highly
complex assessment situations, often in
professional or other field settings, which
challenge her abilities to their fullest.

The criteria by which the student's
performance is judged are necessarily
specific to the level for which she is seeking
%alidation. But with precise observation as a
basis, the assessor can move in feedback
beyond the level at hand to eiscuss the
broader implications of the s udent's
pertormince. Iri' recording ecact information
about the student's performance, assessors
may be called on to judge whether a given'
elenwnt is present or absent, to quantify its
trequency or to use a rating scale. Always,
they are expected to note illustrative
examples. In both qualiiative and
quantitative nwasures, however, we take
(are not to place a ceiling on the degree to
which a student May excel in demonstrating

' the criteria involved. Indeed, our constant
emphasis in teaching and assessing is to
encourage the student to go as tar as she
Lan with her dey eloping abilities at every
op1 1ortunity.

f n,ilIv, the comprtences and their
assessment am by nature integrated.
too. Is most apparent at the ad% anced lest+,
Early. assessnierits are fairly well enclosed in
their design. In order to tot us the-student's
attention (both a wrtormer and as an
assessor: on a particular element of a single
abilik. 13N the time she is working toward
ad% in od le\ el \ ahdations, howe%er, we are
looking exotic itly at wseral compes,..,nces
opor,ilmg ( I um mt.

J. a
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When a nursing student is ready to attempt
level 5 in problem solving, she inwites an
instructor into her field setting for a clinical
co-assessment. Shp may choose to seek

validation for social interaction and valping
,

at the same time. Her written "nursing care
plan" for each client records her command
of problem solving as applied to nursing. As
she deals with her clients race to face, she
carries otii her problem solving in action
and also displays her interactive abilities. In
diagnosing a client's needs, assigning them
priorities, and evaluating her plan and its

"effectivene.... she .:Iso applies her abilities in
valuing. From the student's nursing care
plans, the co-assessor's careful record of her

clinical performance and the studenrs own
critique of her work, she can be assessed in

all three com;ietent es: social interaction,
valuing and problenl solving,

In like manner, an English student seeking
validation at levels 5 and 6 would be given
a week-long simulation exerc ise. At this
level she must he able lo analyie, respond
to and evaluate complex literature that
represents a variety ot writers and historical
period,. She must also be ahle extencrto
human experier, e iii general the
understanding or multiplicity of point ot
view titat she harN dey elolyed in the c tiniest

ot hierature.

Working two to three hours a day with
.several peers ..as the stall ora Tic titious
community cultural.center, she handles a
variety of probk.ms. While planning an
upcoming literary testi% al, she might Iw
asked to'step in as emergency suhst I tote
tea her in an adult class on fli/abeihmi
play She may tioe to deal personally ion

..videotipei ari(1 ii sriting with a 1)enelac lor's
repeated attempts u) die pot.tr

selections for the festival. On short notice,
she may be sent to appear on a radio talk
show (also videotaped) to respond to
dtizens of viiiried perspectives who call in to
criticize city plans for razing a block of
tenements in order to expand the center.

In a variety of ways, she is called on to
apply her literary knowledge, her ability to
define and defend criteria for judging works,
and her understanding of the impact tqf
htera'y al on its audience (aesthetic
response). At the same time, s,e must frame

and deliver complex messages to varying-
audiences using several media
tcommunicatir.nsi. And she must repeatedly
draw -together a variety of works in terms of
their commonalities and contrasts (analysis).
I he written, sound taped and videotaped
rectirds of her week's work thus provide an
ample bask tor assessing the student's
abilities in three ddterent competence areas.

Beyond enhancing the immediate value of

our assessment techniques, our insistence on

a holistic 10c Us has helped to remind us of
the surposirnz vat iety 01 ways in which a
given ability can be denninstrated. Our
student,' myriad anations upon the theme
set bv a give .instrument continually broaden

our 'awareness ot what to look for, as well as
firm 'ding on( rete e dent e oi their own

dev elul ii ng styles. We are thus
enabk.d, as assessOrs, to appreciate a wide
range 01 possihie definitions tor "succes4ul
performance," We also learn more' about
how to design our assksnwnt experiences,
fine tuning them for spec it ic ity anti opening
them to elicit the nic hest possible response.
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How% Design end Do Assessment
1, When we began designing our first

assessment techniques five years ago, we did
not rely on a proven.method cti. manual
there was none to be had. Nor did we start
by trying to write one. We began with
individual faculty niembers and departments
struggling to take abilities that were implk it
as outcomes of their courses and turn them
into something Concrete and observable that
students could be expected to do.

By.now we havedesigned, used and
modified or discarded literally hundreds of
separate assessment techniques. In the'
process, we have explored countless
approaches to the problem of how to design
an assessment. f inding.a single authorized
method was not our goal; we have found
instead a principle and a pattern that seem to
underlie all our successful approaches.

The principle is sim e: to begin by being as
clear as possible about the outcomes. We
could not begin to work out the implications
of our outcome-centered view of education

we became specific and detailed about
which outcomes we had in mind and how
they could be understood deyelopmentally
Likewise, we have found that we-
cannot begin to.treate an-effective
assessment situation until we are clear about
which specific abilities we are looking to see
demonstrated ar4 how they might zppeer.
And we cannot hope to settle the details ot
our design, nor to observe and judge the
caudent's perfornance, until we'settle the
question of which criteria we will use and
how we will apply them. At each succeeding
level of speC&city, then, from the overall
curriculum to assessing a single student
performance, wf start by seeking the clearest
possihk, view of the outcomes.

1
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The pattern is also simple. It flows from the
fact that we begin with outcomes. While it
resembles a sequence of steps (as in the
diagram he'ow) it is not a definitive formula
nor a fixed procedure. We use-it as a 1.

"heuristic," a model to stimulax and extend
creativy thinking. We have found this
heuristic valu'able not as a sure-fire recipe or

'Ye

AEI !lane

checklist, but as way to raise challenginig
questions. Whatever ideas or problems we
may have in n.ind as we begin d7signing
particular assessment technique, we can often
use this model to help draw out their
impliCations and bring the various elements
of the a sk.ssment into sharperiocus.,

1 9



oi heuristic is an alternetive to trial and wear.
ft is simply the codifkatkm of a useful
technique or cognitive skill. lt can operate aS
a discovery procedure or d Way Of getting to
a goal. Many fields have them; for example,
the scientific method is itself .a heuristic, as is
jour.-nalism's'effic ient Who?-What?,When?
Where? Why? formula ior coll,rt ring
information. The important thing about
heuristics is that they are not rules, which
dictate a right or wrong wa y. hut arv
a/ iernative methcrds vunjthlrig --
meth(hris whit h linen hamalize the effwierg

procedure a good 6ieltist or journalist .

would use unconsciously. Because they make
an intuitive method explicit, heuristic:: open
omplex processes up to the possibilky of

rational choice.

Linda S. How r
/(Ma R. tlayt.,-

December, 977
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Using the Heurfstic with o *ow Design
An instructor planning an introductory
literature course, for example, might well
choose...to offer analysis as a competence in
?Nhich her students may seek validation. In

the'poetry section, she knows she can expect
the classic problem that arises when one or
two overzealous students rush off to hunt for
"hidden meanings" while others who "just
can't see all that in a poem" Conclude that

they had better forget aboui poetry altogether.
To deal with this prollem, she might wish to

get the class into the habit of looiting
caretav at a poem before asking anything at
all about its meaning.'

MN,

2 1

a
a

a

Such a goal fits in wen witiViiie faculty's
general definition of 'the fill frier of anilysi
"to observe " This would be an aPpropriate
level to cider, then; and the instructor now
has-an assessment to design.

Her work would begin with the outcomes,
trying to break out the various elements of

"succ?s,-sful observing. What does it mean to
observe? What does a person who is
observing a poem well-do? On her own, or
brainstorming with colleagues, the instructor
might weR arrive at a list somethin g. like this:

4 -1 6-,
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grim this open generatthg of ideas stems
fairly well complete, the.problem becomes
one of sorting and ordering. Some of these
iupppsed elements, for example, are really
synonyms. "Perceiye" and "attend to" restate
the whole concept rather than bfeaking it
down into,more usable parts. These can be
set aside (thou'gh not discarded they may
be quite helpful later).

Other items on the list are really conditions
. for the performance ofjibseTring. "Be alert,"

_for instance, is a Precondition of any good
observation, and may simply have to be
inferred from the more directly visible parts
of the peiforman "Find relationships
between the charactrs" includes an

assumption' about.* design af the
assessment situation, as does "distinguish
imporfantoparts in the time.available." The
first assumes that a narrative or dramatic
poem will be used, while the secpnd draws
attention to theJaot that soh* Sad of brie
limit will/needIo be set.

Other implied conditions can' be seen-ip
"desitibe the major features that make the
wort-what it is" and "report what's obvious,
what's overt," both of which point toArard
the need to make the godent's observing .

visible to ale assessor. These and the othir
conditions can be separated out and noted

:1-cir later use in constructing the details of the
assessment situation.

COMPONENT-54S INSTRUMENT Cl

aving#, oveh4 "Lit

10,404,44;
fiti bat ion.L.

/4, Aats414.- dutioAtte..
41104fraelVeltete Ppetiel

oftigtilaa aot
Putt

-lepost.64A-
i'et Alkali. lime,

set itilutt.
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The items that remain, then, begin to look

much more likeyactual camszo2nh of the
ability to observe. Some of the ideas may still

need to be broken open. "Find what's
obvious, what's overi," xample, clearly
suggests that some of what the Audent might
be inclined to report iE not obvious or overt

that, it is something she has inferred. The
instructof might therefore restate this as'
"distinguish what's obvious, overt, from
wAat's'implied,. covert."

In setting priorities among these several

components, the'instructor begins moving

in!o the design of the iAstrernent a. .dl.
"See what you are supposed tobe looking
for," for instance, points toward the
inevitable need for some kind of framework
in observing. Are we looking at a poem as a -

stream of words to he counted and sorted

grammatically? A black-and-white graphic
rr:dposition? A typogrAphic work? A serA
_images? At some point, 1.!- student must

'Come to realize that fram .ks are always

2

involved in observation and to recognize
which frameworks she is employing. At this.,
Jevel, however, the instructor may decide not
tp make that realization a specific goal of
instructirin. In designing the assessment
situation, then, she-can control or pre-set this

variahle by providing the framework in her
instructiops to the student.

The instructor may likew'..e decide that "find
relationships" represents too complicated a
process'at this point. Her concern, after all, is

to help students develop the habit of doing
the.simplmt kind of-observing first. (Since
relationships will be the explicit focus of the
student's learning experiences at level 3 of
analysis, ti4 instructor can set thi- ability
aside knowing it will receive ample
attention.) She will also probably decide
against a dramatic poem, since the
ihteractions between the characters almost
torre the reader to torus on relationships.



Igm

'lee.svitat's there" and "distingiish what's
, obvious, overt, from what's implied, covert"

will be high on her priority list in this
assessment. In fact, she may deolde to help
focus attrntion on the difference betwcen
-"what's there. and whatitior stpdent infers, by
asking her to drAw "akonclusion_and to cite
the oyert informatioh thaf suggested it. Ike
instructor will therefbre be obliged, in setting
up the probieni or "stimulus" IQ wl-ich the,
student will be.-asked.to.respond, to ulie a

7poem in which the author both plainly sta:tcs
some things and deliberately iMplies others..

111. 4" a
"

Let us assume that the idstructor has Plitnned
tp include siveral-poems by Robert Host
From these she migtit set aside "In hardwooar
.royes," a ciar instence of divert and
implied.stafement, for use in the assegment

Her instrument deign,.then, could consist of
a single class.hbu! in which each student is
given a copy of the poem and a set of
instructions for a two-part exercise. The first
part miglit ask the student to svend, 30
minutes mailing the poem and writing an

_exact account of the things and events

- 19-
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described. It might also ask her to describe
the speaker's attiotue, and give evidence'of
how she detarmibed it. Frora this written

...r`.:account, the instructor ?...-oulel then assess eaCl-
"Student's ability to observe the explicit
'elements in the poem, and to distinguiih
what Frost states from what he imOes.

To extend the learning potential in this

assessment, the second part might invoke the
student for the resi of the s"sion in'a small
group, comparing notes to find.the basis for
each of her descriptions 'and for her
conclusion about the speaker's attitude, and
rating them as direct observation or -

inference. As she works through her note\-
with her classmates, she will probably notice
elements she has not identified whic h

-p-e
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.
someone else has, or vice versa.'Apdrying the'
"overt/covert" distinction to beer:own
answeti, she can also begin to see where she
was ming direct observation and where she
wai using inference. Herinotes from this
discussion would provide tist instructor with
a written record of the student's 'abihty to

Passess.her nwn observing.
&-

The instruc:ior would thus pre-set she -
time frames and the framework for
observation (things, events, attitude), as Well
as the mode of reporting or making the
"observing" visible (written sentences). This
assessment design also engages the student in
some self-assessment, with the help of a
group of peers.

Li}owhat :riteria will the instructor judoe
wSether and how effectively the student has
observed? This questionapoks imposing in
the abstract, but becomes manageable,now
that a conerete assessniipiisituatign has been .

defined. How, the instructor can ask,.wouid
each of the compnents I am focusing On be
expected to surface, in the written record?

If the student is indeed able to "see what's
there," the most important component for
this assessment, the elements,she identifies

. will include most or all of those that are
4
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verifiable from"the text of the poem. Because
both the poem and the instrument have led
her to make inferences, she will surely have
identified some elements by inference rather

'than by direct observation. Her ability to
"distinguish what's obvious, overt, from
what's imptied, covert" will bereflected in
how well she isolates the direaly observable
elements by identifying those ,that shc
inferred, in her annatations.6,4ng the group
work. Finally, her ability to "identify the,
major_teatures that make the work what it
is,' to "distinguish the important parts." can
be judged by checking to see that her
description includes the majordements,
however many others she may also have
identified, A

flaying administered the assessnwnt, the
instructor would.record her ilgmerits
according to the'c 'Acrid and arrange for some
i..m.1 of fee11vk to the student written
remark, twrhaps accompanied by an in-class
review of the assessmentnor the whole group

or by .individual r..-umferences, depending on
how much ol the tours(' she wants to devote
to) this particular learning exix.rience..
Eva!uation and redesign would occ or in a
number of w.ivs. The instructor herself would
weigh T )vy well flit.; instrument elicited

,".pif ving behavior- and challenged
students to devekfp their awareness and
abilities as observers, with a11 eye to
deigning funher assessnwnts or preparing the
'course anew. Sharing her assessment design

w.th her colleagues, both informally and
through the AnalySts Compekm«, Division,
.She would also rec else their comments,and

1
..

make her design Arailairk. as a model for
others.

Oa

This:is how the heuristic model of the
assessment design Process works to help an
instructor move-from the outcomes throulat----
the rest of the design. As any educator
knows, however. good teachers have often
been able to "hit upon" effective ways of
eocouraging students to show what they can
do with What they have learned. This is
where the model's real usefulness comes in.
it is not a fixed sequence, from A to B to C; it
is more of an open flow chart that can be
entered at any point. Beginning with
whatever s/he has most dearly in mind a

good stimulus, some criteria, a particular
ability for students to demonstrate or just an
unresolved question an instructor can use .

the model to help think through and design .

the other elignents of the assessment.

21
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LION the Newt* with an DdstingTechdque .

Beginning in media res Jike this, a member of
our an department recently opened up some
exciting insights into the teaching/learnins
values latent in the traditional practice of

_ critiquing student work in studio coumes. For
a class in beginning design, she had readily
offered.,students the oppoitunity to
demonitrate-competence ir the early levels
of problem solving, since -such courses
commonly proceed .by giVipg students a
series of increasingly complex design I .

-problems tao solve. As she began4cpwcirk with'
her opening assignment, however, she sensed
sn apparent cbnflict.

The problem she planned to set the dist
to create varii.ty, using a single shape
(triangles) in a single mediiim (construction
paper) was a classic exercisein the_
discipline. But was she pre-empting the
student's opportunity to discern and
formulate.problems by setting the tern in
such specific terms and leaving..the udents
only to solv% it? Hoping to wurk this through,
she and a colleague went through the
-heuristic model together to Analyze what was
really inyolyid in this beginning design.

The instrument was already clear.

-23-
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The art instructor had also been working-on a
list.of steps to guide the in-class critiques,
which would be done first by other students

and then by her. So the criterii for this
assessment might be drawn from that guide
list. Indeed, it turned-6'0i that her attempts to
sketch out what was involved in good
critiquing were almost a model "assessor's

COMPO

guide." Settin3 aside the first and -lagtept
(which are important tools in assessing,

are not specific criteria) each item pointed to

a particular-dimension of the studint's
performa, in concretely observable terms.
Though jud nt was often tailed for, it

always had to backed by pc)inting to
particular elements and details in the

student's work.

1.
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So far, so good. She then took the salient
abilities for both levels 1 and 2 and broke
them ncit tnlo tgnip1auLs, to see whether
either list of components would "fit" that
is, whether they would be, abstract statements
of what her'criteTia were measuring in more
specjfic terms. After some brainstorming and
editing, she concluded that "formulate a
problem" could be broken down into three
major components. These were to state what

Aal my:
a. pte

i-r-KhutfitZ: easit,

the problem is, to conceive of a solution in
terms of an organizing image or concept, and
to state the problem and thu solution in terms
of the medium...She and her colleague agreed-
that the earlier ability, "find a problem,"
might be a matter of becoming aware of
these three dimensions prinr to being able to
formulate them clearly and completely..

25



Here, however, was the rub. The conflict she

had sensed at the Qutset now lay before her

in dslail: It seemrd that she was doing the
bulk of the students' work for them by stating

both the prnblem and the medium, "and was

leaving them only the.seconci. component
conceiving a solution, an organizing image or
idea to work on. Moreover, it appeared
from the criteria that thtt student was going to
be held accouotable not simply for
conceiving the organizing image but for
executing it successfully. Tiiis was a more

advanced level than she had planned to offer

in this course at all .much less in her,
opening exert ise! But even as her colleague
summarized *this rathcr bleak picture, the art
instructor broke through the dilemma. "That's

not true," she insisted. "I ilon't care at all
whether they actually solve the problem."

Then why was that among the criteria? To get

the student to articrildte her governing
concept or organizing image, tp get her I()

look at the limitations of her inedium and her

own craftsmanship. f ur many students, the

art instructor pointed out, this is a new way
of working. They tend to design an Ideal

wiution, unrestrained by. the ,ictual
liMitations of the material and tools betore
them. Many also are not even aware of
having an image or concept in mind as they

work. Having to explain to a tellow student

what they were "driving at,"" what visiim or
feeling was guiding them, reveals to some
that they in fact had none, and explains to
them why their work has no oherence or
sustained impact. for others, it begins
introducing them to a sense ot their Own
style, their aesthetic tendent ies. Do they

respond by drawing out or imposing order, or

do they work.toward more dynamic states ot

imbalanceNhis, she explained, is really.the
only reason for demanding that the student
articulate so much about her intent. tt is

hardly an esse,ntiat. ability for a practicing
artist, but it does help the beginning artist
develop her sense-of her own vision.

Working these insights back into the model,

it became clear at once that the peer -

assessment was actually part of the
instrument. What was being sought in this

..evessment situation was net the student's
solution !tithe problem set bj, her instructor,
hut her responses to the critique of her Work

by her fellow students. in what.she could say
and see about whether or not she had

worked within the medium, about her

craftsmanship in using her tools, about her

governing image and her aesthetic
tendencies, lay all the "outcomes" the

instructor w.fs hoping to foster with this
assignntent.

3
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The instructor was now able-to return to her
list of um p2._ent abiliti?s and clarify it. She

. broadened the third component to include
three kinds of limitatior that medium
itself, the student's current level-of
craftsmanship, and her developing aesthettc

- preferentes as well as suggesting that the
stuiient learn to see these riot only as limits
but also as resources.

AB ILITY
Taa A-evil/am-

She then began to work on specifying the
criteria she would use in assessing how well
the student's responses to critiquing would
indicate a growing ability to perceive and
articulate these issoes.

This art instructor was thus able to use the
tieuristic model to re)lve her sense of
conflict about her assignmept. More than
that, it enabled her to probe the Many values .

she had intuitively felt were possible in using
the exercise for her class. It also offered the
whple faculty a mddel for peer assessment, or
critiquing, as a way to stimulate a student to
think more deeply ,and to becomd articulate
about her creative process and her aesthetic
sense.
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IN

Emskseting Assessment Techriques
The instuctbes work with the model also
raised a question that might well have been

passed along to the Problem Solving
Competence Division. Is the,first leiel
"find a problem" a preliminary
"awareness" phase of the abilitits she and

her colleague identified at the second level?

Or is it a separate ability to diagnose thr
tensieng in a situation that betray the-
presence of an unformulated problemfghis
kind of question, which faculty members
frequently encounter as they work with
assessment in their courses, is one of the
major kinds of information (along with their
actual assessment designs) that instructors are
constantly feeding back to the respective
Competence Divisions. In those divisions,
reviewing all these instruments and the
questions they raise, the faculty carries out its

corPorate work of evaluating and redesigning

assessment.

The faculty members in the Communications
Competence Division, for example, consider

a variety of assessment modes in their
semesterly reviews. For level I ("assesses her

own strengths and weaknesses as a
communicator"), the student performs
writing, speaking, reading, .listening and

graPhing at the Assessment Center. The -
"awareness" focus of this level does not
demand prior instruction in communications
(though the."stuaent does receive instruction
in selfjassessment), and the battery of
instruments provides a useful early diagnostic

profile of communications skills and needs.

This.-a-SSesSinent-i4 therefore administered
before classes even begin.

In its review of this wholly mjj, Senerk
assessment the-Communkations Division
cotlects overall data on student performanci,
and correlates that with data on the stt;citints

who took the assessment. Are any
instruments or parts of instruments causing
frequent difficulty? Are there any pattosns
difference between the responses Of 111'year

old .students and returning older women?
These are the kinds of questions &vision
members try to probe, with the help of the

Assessment Center and the Office al )

Evaluation's 'statistical resources.

bivision members also check with faculty
who offer lower levels of communications in

thir courses, to see whether students are

being placed well and their needs are.being
diagnrsed accurately by what these -

assessments identify. this in turn helps these
instructors to refine and revise their own
course designs, as they get a dearer picture
of the range and patterns of student abilities

and needs.

3 3
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A differelt use of the generic approach
appears at level 4 ("effectively communicates
complex content from a variety of
disciplines"). Here, the student must receive
one of her three required validationS on a

- college-wide instrument, while the other two
come from assessinents that are completely
designed in individual courses. Drawing the
stimulus from one of the student's current
courses, the generic a4sessment for level 4
ujone in the Assessment Center) gives her the-
opportunity to use multiple media to support
her presentation.

For level 3 ("pesforms effectively as a
.cornmunicator"), the.division also has
developed a generic instrument.-For writing
and speaking, i wever, that means only that
they are agreeing on a set of criteri,i. Each
instructor is urged to add further criteria
relevant to the particular course and must
design the actual. stimulus as well. The
instructor then biiefs a member of the
CommUnications faculty on the modified

instrument, and they Work as co-assessors ci
the student's writing,or speaking. Because thsi
instruments vary, overall studies of
performanCe data are harder to create than
for level 1. Instead, the more coirmon
redesign process is used dialog between
the members-of the,Competence Divisions
and thefaculty who.offer this level. I

So far, the generic criteria for level 3 are still
. in embryonic form. A single major criterion is
applied in addition to those, begin at levels 1
and 2: "Treats the topic in a manner that
involves analysis and/or synthesis, so that it ist
more than summary or obsenriation." After a -'

year's work as co-assessors in several courte
settings, the Communications Division
members will meet with the instructors
offering levels 2 and 3. They will review their
experience and sift the particular criteria
3dded for the respective courses, and arrive
at refined criteria for both levels.

The Communications Division thus uses
instruments that are generic in a variety of
senses. They moved more rapidly than °the
competence divisions toward this generic
approach, as the faculty discovered that th4
wanted strong guidance and assistance in
teachirts, and assessing communications skills.
Reading tid writing, speaking and listening
had gradually fallen to English and Speech
deOartmene as specialized subjects in
colleges and universitie; across the nation,
and had become unfamiliar to the average
biology or music theory instructor. By the
same token, however, English and Speech
instructors who had spent several years
wrestling with these abilities and how to
teach them were willing to take on the role
of "experts" in order to get the creative
dialog starled.
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No similar process of attrition had removed
analysis, or critical thinking, from its many
natural environments. The faculty mC;mbers

who volunteered ,for the Analysis
Competence Division:thus found-theinseltires-

, with quite a different task and approached it

quitesdifferently. Initially, theY offered a
tentalive outline of six sequential levels for. '
the development and demonstration of
analytic thinking. After some discouraging

attempts to develop generic critena and
assessment situations, they realized that the

"expertise" was diffused throqghout the

faculty. No one group (themselves included)
had spent the years of focused effort on
analytic thinking that'English and Speech

instructors had poured into Freshman
Composition and Introductory Speech.

The Analysis Competence Division members

therefoie turbed their efforts toward
encouraging each instructor to sharpen

her/his expertise. They asked each colleague

to work out an explicit mocipl of the kind of
analytic thought emPloyed in her/his

discipline, and to develop specific auessmont':
techniques and criteria io measure a studene

progress In developing it,
.... _

--Membecs of -the-4ivon-collabnrarPrf

individually with 25 colleagues, representing
each of the college's aeadeolic and
professional departmeots; to capture tne

current state of the art in the respective fieldi.
They then took a Friday aftecnoon faculty/staff
workshop to report on their findings, and

asked two instructor., to share their work on
how analysis occurs and can be taught and
assessed in philosophy and in accoenting.

Only as these disciplinary embodiments of
analysis become dearer win the Analysis

Competence Division begin seeking the

generic, college-wide patterns that underlie,
them. In the rheanwhile, they use their
semesterly review.function to serve as a
clearinghouse, linking instructors who are
making similar discoveries or tackling similar

problems. They also work to broaden the

whole faculty's awareness of the many ways

in which analytic thought actually takes
shape and can be taught and assessed.

3
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Administecing Assessment Techniques

An actual assessment instrument may, as the
art instructorcdid even when she was done,
aPpear little changed from what students
had formerly been asked to do on a familiar
-anttpickerFewrcise:tt" may, as In Ther case-
of the poetry assessment, add new elements
like the small-group review of the students
written responses. Or it may, like the
upper-level imegrated assessments for
pursing and literatUre students, involve days
of effort on the student's part in activities of
a complex and innovative character.
What distinguishes even the simplest, most

,familiar assessment, however, is the
presence of such dimensions as the specific
component zbilities being sought and the
criteria according to which the student's
performance will be judged. Equally
iMportant is the tact that the student's
learning exwriehces have been planned to
foster those ,ame abilities, drid that she has
known from the outset what methods and
criteria would be used in the assessment
and why.

41,
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hether it is simple and familiar or complex
wttether.it takes part of a

classroom hour or most of three days in a
-,TV-radio studio or on 11 nursing hom ward,
-each assessmentalso requim the,_
participation of one or more Ifitheil
asSeSsçrs. it is the assessor' who must
carefully observe and make a record of the
student's performance, noting behavior-that
reflects the presence or absence of the
particular criteria and.recording itlustrative
examPles. It is the assessor who must.judge
whether the criteria were adequately
demonstrated to validate the studecit as
capable. And it is the assessor who must
either-give the stuqent her individual
feedback or prepare a detailed analysis from
which others may do so.
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Atone time or another in the student's
progress, she encounters assessors chiwn
from every iegment of the college as well.as
from the wider community. Most often, her

instructor assesses her performance,
sometimes in conjunction with.another_
member of the-faeuity,At_tinim her
classmates or advanced students in hei area
of concentration may also assess her work.
She is also always being trained.to assess
herself, and from the very beginning of her
career at Alverno she has met community
members who serve as valuoteer assesSors
to provide outside perspectives on hir
performance.

The several Compftence Divisions train
faculty and staff members and advanced
students who have volunteered to serve as
external assessbrs, as well as alumnae and

other professionals from the community
outside the college. Both on and off campus,
these assessors are recruited by the
Assessment Center, which also Orovides
logistical support for their training. New
faculty receive-assessor training (as well as
training in designing assessments) during
their onentatkm. In addition, field and
clinical co-assessors are recruited and
trained by the respective professional
departmentc. and on-site mentors tor
off-campus and on-campus experiential
learning (OCEL and ONCEL) projects oi
volunteer to he trained as co-assessors
student's work.

3 7

In each case, assessor training involves a
careful discunion of the philosoPhy.and
purpose of assessment, and of the criteria to
the particular assessment for which (he

assessor is tiring trained. The ealning
sessions also include number of
simulations, in which assessors-to-be
pfactice_aod_refine their observing and
recording skills usini SiMple-studont
performances and develop their ability to
provide specific, supportive feedback.

Beginning 'assessors, once trained, ate
usually teamed with experienced assessors _

for their first live" experiences. Assessors .
are also given "brush-up" sessions at regular
intervals, and may be, required to.engage in
such a session if their assessing work begins .

to fall out of phase wit)) that of their
colleagues. In addition, whenever the
criteria- or bther elements of an assessment
design are significantly altered, all assessors
tratned for that assessment are updated with
special training.
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IV How Students Experience Ass!ssment *^,
r:v

For the inklent-,- asse.pneot is one of the We know tht pattern has begun when the .

most distinctive anti poweiftil-patts-ot 'student starts inismakini the leariiing .
learning at Alverno. Assessment is probablis -----process realizing that it is 'not "outside" her -

her most intense, continuing contact with ahd, Onde,ritariding what she is doing and_
the Alverno learning system, and it makes why. Her development inten-Sifies-later, as
education at Alverno visibly different from she begins inintifing her several %.

almost any bther collegftedocation she competences into a unified profile of hec
might have chosen. Assessment also ,draws abilities artd her approach to learning and
her into an 'encoUnt with herself. Any imeriliging abilities she his developed)n
testing situation is li ely to be a critically 'ore context into other realms'of application.
personal experience, a time of maximum By hp final semesters, she operates as a
vulneability when a person presents herself - felf-directing learner, planning appropriate

---antwhat she knows for external , learning .p xperi en c es and helping to design
examination-. -But- becausetheAlverno techniques for assessing her performance.
student's assessments focus onher-own
developing abilities -- rather than on some The process :vesins.. early well before the

external norm or objective body of data student's first day of classes. immediately--.._
after she-is admitted, she selects one iiri----------._they have an even more intensely personal

impact an how she sees herself. several New Student Assessment Days
offered in the months.before her first- .

Working together as a faculty to evolve a semester begins. The daylong experience,
coherent, college-wicit? assessment system, administered by the Assessment Center,
we have become increastngly able to shape begins with a general session setting forth
the student's four years of assessments into a such concepts as competence, assessment
coordinated developmental experience. and validation. This session reinforces the
Within the overall system, *students take a exposure to these ideas she has had through
multiplicity of individual paths and vary admissions matrials and advising sessions
widely in their rates or growth. Vet there is a and possibly a campus visit.
general patttrn oi development, beginning
with the incoming student's first
overwhelming exiiesure to assessment and
culminating in the graduate'stacility at"
managing her own learning.

#.

(1
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Her mast effective learning, however, conies
front experience. The student spends most of

this busy pre-entry Assessment Day
participating in half a dozen assessments at

the first level of communications. These

have a dual purpose: (1) to provide a
diagnostic profile of her abilities and needs

in writing, reading, speaking, listening,
graphing and reading graphs, and (2) tn,
give her an extensive introduction to
self-assessment. Although her performance

of these six areas is carefully
recoaed for _feedback and for use in
planning her learning e-oeriences, her

validation at this init,ai 'ii.vet-clepends solely

upon-her ability to a,ses her own
performances accurately, CIO matter how
successful (or unsuccessful) they are.

For writing and speaking, the student is

asked to write a letter and to draft and

deliver a three-minute videotaped speech, in
eac-b_of which she must take a position on
an issue cfoce-fo herexperience (e.g., open

vs. selective college adrnissions),.For
graphing, she is given sever:.; itemS of
mathematkal information to organize into a
single graph, whit h she then reviews and

j
asses;es.

'39

The assessment techniques,for listening,
reading and reading graphs are all quite
similar in design. In each, the student is

exposed to an appropiiate stimulus a

videotaped speech, an article and a graph,

respectively and is given a series of
open-ended questions about it. She then

assesses her answers, looking for her
strengths and weaknesses.

This beginning communications assessment
carries over into her first week on campus.
During Zhientation week, the student spends

an hour reviewing the letter she wrote and
makes an appointment to self-assess the

videotape of her speech. After she has kad

-instruction and practice in self-assessment,
she-a-cses.wsl her speech: She then receives

complete fedback.on.her perforniances.

She and an assessor also review her work as
a sElf-assessor nn all six instrunients.-

Students vary in their responses to this first
encounter, but they all testify to its impact
and complexity. "They had a get-together for

a incoming freshmen," one recalls, "to
ariezit me and my family to the new
vocabufirv,--The. new system, the whole new
outlook. It still leif The-confused, but ii made
me start looking. They talked about_
assessments, they talked about levels
validations and it was just like, 'I'm stepping

into a whole new world.'" Qthers are less

eager to begin exploring unknown worlas:

34 pa.
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We sat in the auditorium our first day here
and the president was telling us, -You're a'..
woman," very independent. You're
going to learn how to learn in a differeru.
way.- And everyone's going, "What are they".
talking about?" it was really threatening and
challenging. It w4s very, Yery threatening, Itk.
was like going into Si different culture.

Even with a prior visit to the campus, one
junior noted, "It was stilt really contusing.
You have to experience it to really
understand the value of it,"

, .

Everiencirig half a dozen assessments in
one ilay does promote understanding, but it
is a bracing way v) learn. "You came in for
one day in thespfotrig and were bombarded
with mimeographed sheets and tests," an art
student recalls, "That basically caryd me. l '

didn't knoV if this is what colk.ge was mally
likeInd I didn't know if I wanted to stick fo,
it. Ei it got better." NV-a-rly every new
student would agree with the nursing
student who tound her speaking assessment
the most memorable part, ot the day: "I
never had to make a'spEV(11 in my life

\and wu had to give une in front ot a 1 HIM)
mach-me! lt,vai the nup.ty terrifying
experience I hzta er had in irivtwhiile

4

Counteracting sUch feelings of confusion
and stage fright, howeer, are the
opportunities for self-assessment and
feedback. For most students thew. open Up
new oppurtunities, riew ways-ollOOking at

.their o;Sm-'Work backed by tangible,H'
evidence. "-You sit'there f-nd watch 'part
of your speech" on vidrotape4 the
once-terrified nursing.student says, "and you
think '0,h my Cod, I did this and this and
th'is wrorig,' and you don't conceptrate on

what you did cvell. But they suess that more
than they do:your weaknesses. I think that's
fealty important, especially when you're just
'bkgin`ning," A former high sct-fool debater
food herself "very excited to see that you
can break it down into all these trhaviors
and parts of the speech. whichi had never
done before. I thought by 'evaluation' they

me 'your speech was good,' or
'Your speech was bad.' But they reall y'. made
some concet-.? statements about it."

Getting Used to Assessmera-
Anus (lossec begin,. the student's experience
of assessment broadens rapidly. In her first
senwster, she probably will at least choose
III atterntrt validation at the first level in all

-35-
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Three Of these assessments will occur in the-,

Assessment Center, in conjunction with the
reouirici Freshman Seminair. For hen
beginning assessment in social interattion,

, she joins five other students in.a
task-oriented group simulation. While a
team of six assessors observes and records
each student's verbal ana non-verbal
behavior, she and her five peers work to
reach a consensus. Afterwards, she outlines .

the JO to 40 minute interaction as best she

can from memory, and evaluates the group's
achievement of its oals. She then assesses

her strengtfts an knesses, and those of
each of,her peers, according to specified
criteria. After the external assessors reach

consensus, the meets for a one-to:one
feedback session with a member of the
Asessor team.

By contrast to this team expenence, the
student takes her first assessment alone in
the environment competence. king a
written guide and a videotape, she idehtities
several types ot ens tronmental systems
(natural, s. iological, economic', aesthetic,
Or.) within various settings and selects One

for a more detailed descriptive anllysis. Her

written transcript is reviewed and annotated

by a trained assessor, with whom she has

the opPortunity to meet lor individuel
feedbac L.

The student wdrks wiVi two peel in her first
contemporary world askssment. W4hin a
pre-set global issim, such as energi, she and
her, two teammates seled a More specifjc
topic (solar energy, opening ur; offshore US-
reseries, etc7.) and each takes a separate
"interest, focus" (oil, ccimpapke:, cOnstnnirs,
government and so on). 'After several weeks*.
of research the students apRear as a papel

and are interviewedby a trained discussion
leader, while a teaniof three assessors-
records their remarks. Each student has-a
supplementary bbe-to-one followup seision'
with an assessor. The three assessors then

reach consensus aboureach student's
awareness and involvement in relation to
the topic, its implications and its importance
for her, her country ahd the world. She
receives written feedback, with the
opportunity for a riersonal.session with the
discussion leader.

f or eat h ot these three assessments, the

student reeeives extensive preparation id the
freshman Seminar. Class sestiions acquaint
her with the concepts and terms involved
the task-oriented mock1, for instance, and

the various kinds of behavior (initiating,.

summarwng, challenging) that can be
isolated in a group discussion. She and her
.lassinates also receive repeated
opportunities in class to learn them in

practice. The student then decides when she

is reads, to attempt validation, and makes an
apoointment with the Assessment Center

staff. Should she not be validated, she may

make a new appointment and re-take the
ossussment until she succeed!. in
demonstrating the abilities involved.
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Forthe first level of each of the remaining
competencis, she is assessed in heriyarious
courses. Because assessing in multiple
5etVngs is required, she may be taking as
marry as a dokri or more separate
assessments in order to be filllot validated at

, level one. In a beginning chemistry course,
for example, she may be offered learning
experiences and assessments for the first
level of analysis and problem solving. In a
music history claSs, she might seek another
validation for analysis (for which a total of
three is required) and one for aesthetic
respoase (fr r which three arr needed).

In licr coases, as in the Freshman Seminar,
numerous repeated learning experiences
help the student develop her understanding
and ability to the point where she is ready

, to attempt validation. These learning
experiences frequently ;ncorporate elements
of assessment, such as specified criteria,
feedback, and so on. Many instructors also
use an assessment at tl-!e beginning of a
course, to estabhsh a kind of, baseline for
students to use in judging thei; own
progress.

4

Once she has been validated at the first
level in a given competence, the student
may'also work toward level two of that
competence in the same course, if it is
offered there. Indeed, many beginning
freshmen contract for a dozen or nfele
second-level validation attemptkin various
competences. A student may thus pelfticipate
in mine than two dozen assessments for
validat'ion in her first serriestee'not to
meniion The manti diagnostic or formative
assessments her iffstructors may give. Sf-i
also will be called ok\to assess her
instrUCIT's performaliatneach course,
part of-the regalar faculty evaluation
process.

As imposing as this sounds, she actually
spexis no more of her time involved in
assessment than her predecessors used to
spend writing papers and reporii,
"cramming" and taking exams. Unlike
traditional tests, howeiier, each of the
student's assessments contributes directly to
her learning. Within each course, the
assessment.; are designed primarily as
learning experiences, helping her to become
aware of and to develop abilities
fundamental to the discipline. In addition
the overal; breadth and number of her
assessment experiences, both iryclass and i
the Assessment Center, provide her Very
early in her college experience with a
wide-spectrum view of her own abilities
and need,,.

37
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.'"Theintemalizing Phase
As a;result, these first few months enable the-
stifdent to begin intquilizigg her learning

;gtxperiences. She moves away from things
'\ that "lhey" expect her to do in-order to "get

and toward the understanding that all
this is:i-9ppening to her and for her that
she, npt the instructor or the material or the
requireMents, is at tbe center of the process.

The rapid total immersion of her first few
mOnths actually accelerates the student's
growth toward a pert;onal understanding of
the Alverno learning process and herself zs
a learner. She is so extensively involved, in
so many diverse areas and with so many

; parts of her own self-image, that she
assimilates the entire process and makes'it
her own much more readily than she would
from a more restric ted,- gradual exposure.

When our assessment sytem was in its
infancy and offered tewer, les, ton1plex
alternatives, studeklts regularlx reported an
"Aha!" experience suddenly
comprehending what they were doing and
why In the second_..or third semesteL As
our system has matured and the range ot
Option., has multiphed at e\ erv level, most
freshmen are reporting that breakthrough 111

(the tirst nuMth or two.

V.

"At first-glance," one student recalls, "it's
frightening. You came in wondering exactly
what in the world a competence level was
and .;ou never really understood it until
halfway through the semester it dawned on
you like tne sun coming uP in the morning.
It just hit you all of a sudden 'Oh, this is

dpd it seemed like something you
silould have realized a long time ago." As
another student put it, "The competence
system isn't something that can be taught. I
noticed that in my freshman year, when I
had to do a philosophy assessment. It's
something that can't 17 taught but just
hits you."
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The breakthrough isn't always an
unex)*ted vift; many work hard to achieve
it. "A. itew.-Weeks into the semester," one
sophomore. "I realized I didn't know
livittere [ia's:going. It wasn't coming

.theroliust sat Myself down with all
.0,iesyllabi and the materials tiry hand out

read.l.read for a:wholeclay until 4
started making ,senSe l.havert't d any real
problems sinCe then." Others Struggle
longer;

' 1.renteMbeta whole semester running
around trying to find someone to explain it
to me ... somehow or ot,her I guess I sort of
figured it out. It's a painful process in the
beginning when you see those horrible
words, but all of a sudden you get this
practice and the process is practice. it's the
practice, I guess, that whole thing of
newness, then practi(ing it. and then it
becomes a part of you.

,\
As she contends with these demanding new
experiences, trying to pull them Wks some
meaningful order, the .student can build up a
strong sense of frustration. The unusual
elements of her education assessment in
particular offer ready targets. "When I
first came here I was pretty unsure about the
program," one student reflects. "I guess I did
go through a period of negativism wlzere
everything about it must be wrong." I hated
what they were telling rne," one senior says.
bluntly. "lf you would have asked me as a
freshman what I thought of Alverno and the
assessments; I probably would have slugged
you."

Because.ours'is a college-wide system
designed and evaluated by the whole faculty
working cooperatively we are much
better able to tolerate and even to plan for
such pressure points. Frustrations and
pressures are, after inevitably part of any
task worth undertaking, and they are
especially critical to personal growth. A
student used to passive and abstract learning
may well feel unfairly put upon when she
must take the initiative and actually engage
in an active learning experience or perform
in an assessmentrinstead of simply reading

testyr playing back lecture notes.
Similarly, tacing up to her performances and
what tfiey say about her abilities and
weaknesses is likely to be difficult.
threatening work for a student whose- prior
schooling has led her not to be reflective at
all in rote learning) or to be irresponsibly
suble( ti%

4 f
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In a traditional setting, no single teacher or
department could.get away with demanding
so much, when others offer easier
.alternatives. -But our joint effort to create a
unified atrwaspliere, in which the st,ident

-,43umtis into what sh..? needs namatter
where she turns," allows us to greet signs of

,

appropriate frustration as indications that the
growth process is moving along well. As one
department coordinator put it, I know
we're on the right track when the frethmen
come to me and complain, 'Why is that
instructor getting paid? I'm doing all the
work!'

__-
Along with_btrrtt-in frustration, of course,>must come built-in Support. For the new
student this takes several forms. The
Freshman Seminar, for example, provides a
forum for ventilating problems and finding
ways to cope, at well as putting each new
student in touch with a pee; counselor who
has weathered the storms she is going
through. The students also give each other
important informal support:

Mere were times when you just couldn't do
, .some of tne thing', they would expect you to

do. Or else you would do it and work your
heart out and your soul out Jrni, they w( iuld
sav."Well, that's not right. Yhu missed the
whole thing."..\rul you go,"Well; s liit ain
stlf)posedtO -he doing!"

We'd have group sessions, and we'd look at
these combieteoce levels and try to tigure
them out together. tVe all worked together
and we leaned heavily on our mnstruCtors,
who had to lean on us also. Of course they

wantedto see what we were doing as
anxiously as we wanted to get it done. We
really had a hard time.

In addition, the faculty pays doie attention .

to student expressions of discomfort and
stress, although elevbegin to. sound famii
and even welcome at the rightlimes.
They are, after. all, among our surest
indicators when pressure exceeds productive
levels or occurs out of phase, requiring us to
look immediately 13 n d carefully.for ways to
modify what we are'doing.

Assessment itself, however, has proven the
most reliable antidote for the anxieties that
assessment arouses. At first, the student may
be overwhelmed by re-reading an awkward
essay or watching an embarrassing case of_

nerves on videotape; positive feedback may
fall on temporarily deaf ears. But repeated
assessments soon help her relax and grow
accustomed to scrutinizing her work
critically. "If you are lacking in a specific
area, they'll tell you," one student explains.
"They'll work with you to improve that area,
but it doesn't mean you'pass or fail. That

takes a lot of stress off the kids here. the
idea that it you don't exactly do it right the

first time you try again, and you're given
specific things on which you can improve:"



a

Gradually, these "areas' move closer and
closer into the studebt's perception of
herself, as she literally irtemalizes their
meaning. This eventually provides the rtiost
Powerful positive feedback of all: "I got to a
point where I realized I was learning from it.
After the first couple of months, I reallyielt
that it was doing me good." POnce you get
into the system," a sophomore recalls, "you
realize, 'Well, now Ican do this and do this
and do this and I couldn't when I first
came here.'"

This discovery that what she learns isn't
poured into her, hut is being elicited and
cultivated from her Own innate cat)acities
understand and to do -- often sets in .mot on
a thorough realignment of the student's
self-concept. She gams a new way of
looking at.learning and also at herself, "It
takes you OW whole first semester," one
sophomore says. "to get acclimated to
coneentrMing more On your skills rather
than rust on «mtent, You're just getting in
touch on :ouir alues . . on the idea that
you do know something about humanities,
and voLl do know something about
emironment,"

"It's not something you're going into
blindly,'" armther agrees, "like you think it is

when you tirst see that mato\ or
competences arid wonder, 'I imv in the
world do I get these .1.111.?' A senior's
poignant reihq lions sum up the exneriem
ot internalluing:

-4

When I came here I thought that everydne
had the knowledge and I had to find the
people who had the knowledge in.order to
get brains, education, talent, whatever. A! I
have gone through the Alverno leaming
process l'xe struggled through some things,
and I've realized that the stuff is inside me
and that people can help me bring it oUt
and hone it down so its rough edges are
gone and considerably expand it,

I think that's what Alverno iS doing. they
pull it out of you. I mean you're kicking and.
yelling and screaming all the way, but
lomebody kc.eps pulling al.t stuff out of
you. It shocked me to find 1 Wye a brain. I'd
never thought it in a million years. And
that's what's changed about me, that
thought vveryone had it and I was the
dummy Ytni get that self-confidence thing
going. It's the greatest to say, "I can do it,'
or "I think I c an do it," or "It I can't do it
l'01 going to know why."
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The Integrating Phase
'By the end of her first year, the student has
usually been validated at"the first and
Second levels in nearly all-the competences.
She spends most of her sophomore year
working at levels three and four, and may do
some fifth level work in competences
related to her area of concentration. Again,
because dust of these levels require
assessment in multiple settings, she may
earn as many as three dozen or more
validations during the year. By the third and
fourth levels, however, we have begun
combining assessments: on the initiative of
either the faculty or the student, a single-
assessment marbe used to validate.for two
or three competences at once. This practice
reduces the total number of her separate
assessments while increasing the complexity
of each of them.

A recent course on the comparakive.history
of revolutions, tor example, offered learning
experiences and assessment opportunities
far tour separate competence levels
contemporary' world, k.vels 3 and 4, and
aesthetic response, levels 4 and 4. The
course began with lectures and discussions
providing an in-class analysis of four historic
revolutions, using an analytic tramework
derived trom Thomas Greene's Comparative
Revolutionary Movements. 'The class also
looked at ht. ary and graphic arts from the
row societie under study, to see how
revolutionary change might influence the
wayS individuals deriye and express tlwir
identity as persons. Students then worked in
teams to identity and study a current
revolutionary situation, dis iding their tasks
according to the competence levels eadi
team member chose to work on.

Several formative assessments wire given
during the first portion of ti;e to 'case, Eaai
student's fi,nal assessment ineluded
participating in an hour-long panel
preSentation by her team arid cbmpleting a
workheetpacket for each of the levels in
which she Was seeking validation. Thus, one
student on a team studying South Africa fr
made her oral presentation as part of her
asse.isment for level 4 in aesthetic response.
First, her teammates on the panel had
destribed the South African racial situation
and its causes (level 3 of contemporary
world), compared the post-World War II
racial developments in the U.S. and South
Africa (level 4) and read and discussed a
poem by the SOuth_African black poet
Mongane Serote (aesthetic response, level
3). She then took Serote's poem and
compared it to another, by the American.
Langston Hughes, pointing out the common
elements and analyzing the differences in
terms of the two authors' respective cultu al
and political milieux. She also submitted
vV!ritten worksbeets tor this level, as well as
tor level 4 oi the contemporary world
competence and level 4 ot aesthetic
response. From this single assessment
experience, she received validations in all
three competence levels.

4
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lt is also not uncommon for the student
herself,to suggest ways of combining her'
assessrtrnts using a teaching prolect she
develops for an education course, for
example, as an opportunity to.display ability
in several media for one ot; her level 4
communications validations. Instructors
often urge sophomore students to seek such
"doubling' effects. Even the assessments
administered through the Assessment Center
are wcken more closely into her classroom
experience, all hut one uf them being
co-de*ned and/or co:Asessed by an
insouctor from one of her courses.

Thexifectof this emphasit on combined
assessments is to encourage the student
toward jamming her learning experiences.
As a faculty, we are aware of having

, separated the several competences anci their
.sequential levels in order to teach and
assess them. For the student, keeping these

liabilities discrete front one another at firs !
helps her to focus on abihties she may well
have taken for granted and to seethat they
can be analyzed and consciously impro.ed.
(Typical is the student already quoted, who
recalls discovering with excitement that
"you can break it down into all these
behaviors and parts of the speech," or the
one who says of social interaction and
valuing; "You know,.talking to people and
knowing where you stand tust-seerned to me
like something.people did automatically
didn't think about: didn't have to think

.about.-i Now, however, combining
assessments gRes her a direct exilernetir 12 ill

how the compgtences interrelate. She begins
to realize that while she has learned to
identify and work en her developing
abilities bne by one up until now, they
actually function inseparably in her own
performance and growth.

This dawning sense of integration is likely to
emerge first in her undeNanding of how the
levels in a given competence work together.
The cumulative nature of the levels appears
graphically in the criteria for assessments,
where each sucCessive level includes criteria
for the prior levels in solo oe in summary. As
her everience of successive asses'anens
brings the meaning of this repetition to her,
she is likely to say things like, "After you've
mastered the first level and you go on to the
second, you're stinoing all the things you
did at level one. You can't forget it because
it's integrated so closely in the next level.
and so on it goes all the way down the
line."
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She also begins linkin4 competence,.
together:as she sees one ablftty say,

inferring implicit elements (analysis, level 2),
having a direclimpact on another

such as discerning the values implieit:in a
ti.chnological decision (valuing, level 3).
"Actually," one student explains, describing

a larger network, "social interaction ties in

vPry closely with the communications and
the analyzing and the problem solving,
because you.put all of them together when

you .communicate." Or as a nursing student
describe5 it, "As ior the idea of the
competences, everything is totally integrated

in our learning experiences at the
.hospitaly in our tests, everything. When
you're analyzing, you do your social

interaction . . it's not what it was before on
&your lower levels. It's a lot less pressure
because everything you do is very
intertwined."

U..

° ".

r. 4

I L

After repeated nudges, the students grufwtb
toward intecating her learning
ottiright shove.at the end of her secoad:'
when she participates in :he Integrated
Coinpetence seminar (ICS). This half-day
assessment, administered thrlugh the
Assessment Center, specifically focuses on
her ability to demonstrate in an integrated

manner the several competences she has

been developing. She and four or five other
students are assigned roles within a fictitious .

group,trying to deal with a civic problem,

and each receives a different set of
background material. From the Ilternatixes
proposed, each student must make a choice
and then give an eight minute' speech
advocating her position. Each is then given
a separate "ln-Basker instrument, in which
she must sari through a bundle of tasks,

memos, letters and phone messages that
have accumulated in her "office" and
decide which ones to deal with and which
to deleiate.,After she has completed that
forty minute exercise and a rationale
statement explaining her decisions, she and
her colleagues meet 'as a group to decide
which solutions they will implement.
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'this iS an intense, compressed experience.
The in-Basker is specifically designed to
include several "forced choice" either/or
contlic% and has so many elements that not
every item can be responded to'within the
time frame. The group simulation likewise.
operates under firm time constraints, and
during it each student discovers that she has
been given only a partial view of the
necessary information for defining and
soying the group's problem. The'ICS
experience also differs sharply from the
pattern of assessment she has become used
tel, in that no specific learning eperiences
in any of her courses have explicitly
prepared.her for the problems and tasks she
en counters. The Integrated Competence

-"effinar is thus a wholly external assessrnem
in its relation to her prior learning
experiences, and predictably generates a
good deal of anxiety and frustration.

At the same time, however, the ICS provides
a valuable insight idto how ready the

student is to pull her bilities into ftegrated
operation on a new kind of problem with
the "real world" characieristics of not being
separated neatly into its elements and not
coming as the culmination of a series ot
preparatory learning experiences. It also
gives her a dramatk experience of how her
se"veral ahiltties koteract. "The sophomore
year we had to do this 'Integrated
Seminar,'" one senior recalls. "You took a
position', and you had to set your Priorities
because you had a stalk full of things on
your table-. And I thought, 'Wow! You're a
woman, and you should appreciate a
business i)erson nune because uf all the
things they have to do!' And then I started to
pull together the dwerent qualities I
needpd."

As the growing emphasis on combined
assessment culminates in the ICS
experience, students find integrating
becoming'more and more habitual. indeed,
it becomes a dominant mode of their upper
division experience. "At first," one senior
recalls, 'everything seems separate: But
when you get up into the upper division,
things start to be.put together so that when
you're giving a speech you're also analyzing
the situation, you might be problem solving
. . you're taking everything, into
consideration. You might not be touching on
all' eight all of the time, but you're using
more than one. They reaily do fit together."
Another senior says, "They break everything
apart so that you do get to know yourself,

' what you might value, haw your methods of
interacting might be. But then by the time
you get to be a junior or a senior everything
gets put together and you're putting together
your values alcing with your knowledge so
that you're one person, so you can go out
into the world and have ecerything
together."
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'The Genera NAN Phis*
The integrated Competence Seminar's
"unprepared" externality also sets in motion
another pattern that tvzcomes increasingly
important during the student's third and
fourth years. It spurs her to begin
consciously generalizing her abililies
beyond the situations in which she has-
learned and developed them. In so doing,
she is making explicit what has been an
implicit element of her experience all along.
Working towards analysis level 4 in a
philosophy course, for example, she was
drawing on and extending the analytic

\ abilities she had developed at levels 1, 2
'Nand 1 though they might have been

'learned and validated in a combination of
nh, art history and Sp nish classes. The
ICS experience tocuse, ner attention on this
transtec,effect by req iiring her to function
effectixely in a sit a ,on toreign to any 01

her course. exper.._

4

iss she begins working MOM cloidy in her,
chosen area of concentration, this transfer,
effect intensifies. Abilities she.has *yet-
in a broad variety of settingslnust now be
brought to focus in a More sharply defined

professional context. This is particularly truikr
as She participates in clinical or field
experiences appropriate to her profession. A.
junior nursing student prepar(ng care plans,
for her clients, for example, draws on 'and
develops the abilities she has already shown
at levels 1-4 in problem soMng,.valuing and
social interaction. Not only she

transferring these abilities from the several
contexts in which she originally learned.and
demonstrated them, she must 'also now
generalize what she has learned from
working with healthy client populatiOns and
apply it to the needs of clients suffering.froot
acute illnesses.

For the liberal arts student who i, n'ut in a
professional prograni, off-(ampus
experiential learning tOCEL.) projects or their
on-cdmpus (ONCE.) counterparts provide
similar experience in generaliring. "Every
wwls I had to till out a log," recalls a
«i-lotinder and former editor the college
ovwspaper, who u<.ed the experit..6iv as an
oNcE1 project.
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At the top it.said, "Check which
competences you applied here." Well, every
week I cheeked iust about every one. Md
could give specific examples . . . because I
was obviously using_my communications
skills, obviously I had to analyiennd do
oroblefn solving, and valuing? There's a lot
of valuing involved in setting up anything
that has to do with people and institutions.
Sociil interaction? Well, obviously I.;kas
interacting With my staff, I was interadiog
with the printer.. . . Environment? I was
.wofking with the social environment of
Memo, and within the physical
er*vironmeht of the places where .ve did our
work. We were trying to deal with some
current events, and so on.

fi just made it many evident that was

transferring my abilities, having to write
down which ones I used.

Predictably, this generalizing pattern extends
. beyond the Studenrs learning experiences,

on or off campus, arid she beiens to use her
developing abilities in everVaspect of her
life. "You have to look:_at it so rhuch that it
becomes a part of you," one student says?,
'Kids around school will joke about it, and
will say, 'Oh, now she's exhibiting
withdrawing behavior.' But when I go home
and somebody says, 'Gee, I don't know if I

, should so here or there' I find myself-going
thvaugh all the problem solving stages with
them. Maybe I don't label them, but I know
where I'm at in each step."

Not only do the processes she has learned
carry over, but the habit of assessing her
own performance and that of others
becomes generalized as well. "At the end of
3 ny interavion," an education student'
reflects, "you always look back on your oWn
and say, 'Now did I ;do that right? Could
have been more effective? What could I
work on for next time? Vyhat did I do
extremely well?' It's..jeist become second
nature, really," "I'm involved in a group
outside of school" another student says,
"and. I've been going to that committee

. meeting and I get SQ disgusted with them
because it's been ingrained in my head
about meeting formats and how to start and
plan your agenda and brainstorm ... just
part of my now and I go to these rneentigs
and it seems lil.e total disorednization."



An impdrtant payoff for the student -- and
for tbe faculty as well comes when her
generalizing of these abilities trelps her
handle her life with increased effectiveness.

% "At Christmas," one senior recalls;
*someone was in charge of liturgy and
wanted to have a sing-alodg in the
commons, around the tree. Well, you had -

dorm students, you had cash paying
customers, you had customers with
tickets . . I said, 'Wen, Ann, did-you think
of this and this and thisr She just looked at
me and said 'No.' What am going to do?'

And I sat down with her and we effectively
solved tier problem." One student recalls
applying self-assessment during a'critiCal
decision:

was about to drop out of college because I
didn't successfully complete some nursing
courses: Quit - that was my first impulse. 1
didn't succeed in Me thing, I'm not going to
succeed in anything."

"Well," I said, "that's wrong." And I. guess I
began critiquing my decision_nLiolV is it
going to affect me today and tomormw?"
When you have to make Vfe decisions, it's
hard, and naturally you have to critique on .
how. you're doing this far, how it's going to
affect.you ii the future. Hut I don't think
normally would have done that. I do it
more now than I did before I came here.

The Seffpketting Phase
The final phase of the experfenee, ai-ths
itudem moles throirgh the collegelWidi .

assessment system, appears as she becontes

an iticrekslOgly edfAksafts learner. This ei
speFffically fostered by the very nature of
assessment, even before she enters the
college, in that she is constantly called upon
to assess 'her own strengths and weaknesses: .

.A senior in management tells of using her
ability.to assess her own groWth and needs
and to interpret an environment in choosing
her serlior OcENroject. "I. had three
different places to pick from. picked the
problem I wanted to solve, the one that' Min"
going to challenge me the most and let me
show my successful management abilities."

can see it ln my family," another student
says. "I'm always trying to bring these skills
home, to stimulate the kids', even trying to
teach them. I also use it in the hospital, .1
use assessment everyWhere. I mean, you
can't just use it here and not use it in other
situations. Once ,you've kind of Pdtegrated it
then you use it all the time.'

-
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As she progresses, she is alko iriviied to take
a greater apd greater share of the initiative -
in dedding which learning experiences she
needs, and in what sequence Ad pace.
"You sign up for wheri you're going to do
your communications level 3.'7 ong student
explains, "-ind you cir it in the cltss that
you choose. Mom teachers don't badger you
to get it done, you have to take the.
responsibility. But if you din into trouble,
there's nobody saying, 'You (Aril go kr this
teacher or that lab irfstructor.' You go out
and seek her on yOur own. If you don't get
validated, you wally, hae nobody to blame
but yourself." "Now a junior," another
szys, "and l'nrguing to do my spiech for
corpmunications, lekll 4. You do that totally

'on.your own urN,s you ask for help. You
know what your wealknesses are because
you're constantly assessing yourself.. They're
moreor less just feiritorcing'y'oer own
assZJ'ssnient skills."

"IP

Pa.

A
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In her upper diiiision work, the student
participates increasingly in the design of her
learning experiencet dnd assessments.. Not
only does she choose her own.00EL or
.ONCEI., 'site, for example, but she is
responsible for co-designing the assessment
techniques and criteria y Which her,
performance both ..er work tor her
employer and other aspects of hrr learning

will.be assessed. "Senior year and even A

junior year," one student recalls,you have
to do all these proiectS and you learn to Ke
really independent and to be organized and
to do things.on yottr own. Otherwise they're--
not going to get done. That's one thing
stressed around here." "There .are times
when we have to plunge into things,"
another senior adds, "anckswe don't know
what we're doing. There have been a
number-ot upper level cornpetences thai rve
done that we had one foot on a banana Peel
as tar as goidehnec. I mean theie's a risk
msolved."

a
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By the tiMe she is facing graduation, f!le
,senior begins to prolect tbese self-directing
'habits into her inevitable musings about her
future career. "I think we're always going to
be assessing ourselves," one nursing senior
says. "I know' that before I leave the floor at
the end of the day, I'll make myself notes
just to make sure I've done everything."

"Assessing has bet orne such a part of you,'
another retie( Is, that it's something you're
golly to do your whole lite. Fiery time you
do sonit hing. oi when you're about lo do
something, you're going to think abiltit it.
And atter it's,done you'll say, 'Well, what
did I do well? What did I do wrong?' `r`oure
going to lise it ei eri where in your
nursing, in vow art, II) WO marriage. It will
be integrated 1111() cliii kcs." A third student

SLIMS it Op by saving, "You're your own
prR ate ASsf",'Ill'ill (ent{ by the time vou
'get out ot her And you t ,in ind pennle,

yon"tivell help vnn. 0111.

resOuri, rs."

For the student who has realized the full
benefits of thc assessment experience during
her ollese years, assessment has become
an integral par«)f her learning lust as-
learning has become an integral part of her
lite. "Now l.know," one senior.,says, "that
there'll never be a time when stop
learning.' "Somewhere gong the way I
(hanged my attitude," another says.
"Assessment learning what's there to.
he afraid of? It's ll a challenv, your own
personal development:les tun!"

Trn riot so worried about comparing myself
to the next' person," another senior adds. "I
wmpare myseli to myself. As long as kmow

what to do to Inarn, that's important." "I
used to approach leaf-rung w_ilh a lot of

anottler say. stinfilv. "Now I know I.
an make the most of it7"-
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Our, Assesrnent.System
- .Ofteenlduring the last few years,"we have

been asked such questions as "HoW do y,OU
set up,an'assessmeht system?" or "What is
the ownizational structure of ,Alverno's

ass&sment program?" We have
even asked ourselveS whether we could
describe otir model in overall terms, and
have tried 'to (Jo u. f he more deeply and
seriously We have reflected usSon such ,

questions -and upon our uwn exp;rience,
, however; the.more we have become
'convinCed that 'our most important learning-
has been to see our "system" as a Constantly
evolving process rather than as a structure.

When we first began our exploration into
asse!.sment, we looked:tar and wide for
anyone who had dealt with the problem
developlrfg sissessffient techniques.
Collaborating with the creators or academic
assessment practice's, nascent programs In
the ptofessions and sever.al well.developed
business assessment c enters, vve.drscovered
that the most unusual aspect or what we
were attempting was Our inteption to use
assessment as a maior developmental-
c-.perrence in the learning process.

Emplowrs, educ ators and (-red( nti,ding
agent. les alued assvssmea a, ,40{

looking systematically "ry,d'r.411."

pertOrrnance dbilfties direr tiv lelated to the
fob role yi Or0le.0,10r1. fn respon.t, II) the
needs or their en\ ironnwnt,, ,p,sessmeniS
were ottim tiscd mu( h traditiondl

. tests certifing .ind sorting
candidate . I he more we and other
assesshivri-,41e%clopets began to use
assessment ds inIegrol port t)I the

oRtviing learning. howe+c,;. he
more c omplex the taqL be( ame

ror one thing, the shier size of ail
assessment system design...4 .

several hundred lajneri through. four years.
of their devetopm?nt so far'exceeded
anything.then in extence that it was no
more ppssible to describe in meaningful
defail,than an unexplored continent. in
addition, our commitment to liberal
education 'irWolved us in assessing a broader
range of abilities than most previous
assessment ventures had needed to deal
with.

Even more important 'Vkfa,s the.fact that in a
developmental context the gctal is to create
a'system responsive and flexible enough so
that each assessment proyides the maximum
pqssible insight into the individuallearner's
prupess. Although intake Iressments May
!le fairly standardized ,and universal as is
our pre-entry Assessment Day each

-4udent's progress beyOrvi that point will
neuessardylend to become Mort>
u11dft4duallred, Because the inithol
assessments reveal an individual's particular
strengths and weaknesses and learning style,
her pattern of «nirses and learning
experience', c an be selected to suit her
partic Ida; needs. Subsequent assessments,
must', in turn, retlect tiw individual Pattern
ot learning erierlynce, she has engal.;ed in,
and the Oe1ViopIlle111,1l gOak. tor which
tluise e\fleflent P*5 Vier(' designed,
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In our developmental use'of assessment,

moreover, we specificaIN wantedlhe entire
learning process to become more and more

learner-directed. This goal, too,.affected the

nature of the assessment system. We had

already learned from the designers of

business assessment centers that it is critical

to .inform Oa candidate beforehand of the

purposes, methods and criteria of the
.assessment and to provide detailed personal

feedback afterward. Extending this process'

'to train the learner to select her own
learning experiences and assessment

'situations.and to asriess herself
augmented the need for a responsive,

flexible system.

Finally, our devdoprnental emphasis

required that we take assessment as

seriously as we ask students to, and that we

rely on it as a primary source of feedback

On our goals and efforts as educators.

Frequently1 pattern ot student dim( ultv

w;th part of an assessment leads instructors

to redesign their instruments. rom time to

time,. a. pattern of unsuccesstul validation

attempts reveak a failure to teach as weH as

a failure to learn, and prompts a rethinking

of a learning experience or a wbole course.

Thus, tor example, the f reshman Seminar's

learning experienc& ,. for level I ot the

environment and contemporary world

cOmpetences have lwen thoroughly
reworked, along with the assessment

- situaorms themselves, in response to student

difficulties that emerged in those

,

Con12rselV, a Id Creative, sludent

perf4/rmances are among the most gratifying

forms Of feedbaLk tor faculty. Consistently

impressive pertormanc es on an asst'ssrlivill

hav'e on several Occasions ent ouraged

instructors or departments to.extend the

offerings in a given courselo include mote
advanced levels of a given competence of to

embrace additional competences.

Using assessment developmentally'in
undergraduate liberal education, then,

means that each of more.than a thousand

students spends fciur years pursuing a
personAlized learning path. Each instruct9r

or department designs and modifieg
assessments to fit the learning experiences

within each course, and the learning
experiences also change from semester to

semester. Upper division students regularly

engage in independent projects or in field

experiences shaped by needs and
opportunities in the community, for which

learning.and assessment plans must he

adapted or improvised. And throughout her

progress, the student pl-Sys an increasing

role in selecting her own learning
experiences and assessing her own

performance.

A developmental system of-such scope and

constant flexibility goes far beyond any of,

the assessment systems-developed before we

began our.work. Nonetheless, to manage

such a system the f.kulty must be able to

assure that its fluidity Operates within a
unified, coherent framework, and must be

able to maintain certain levels of

coordination and quality,

o 7
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Elemeilts of Stability
The esseritial.precondition for maintaining
AO-coherence and quality control is faculty
consensus. Without the months and years of
open discu;sion,and debate, experiment and
reflection, brainstorming and critiquing that
went into the initial defining of our renewed
commitment to liberal education, any
attempt to develop an assessment system
would have been futile.

The original dialog between the faculty and
its academic task force has taken more
stable forms now. But the commitment to
Friday afternoon workshopS and regu!ar
faculty/staff institutes,coordinated' by the
Faculty Development Committee remains, as
a concrete way of maintaining the free flow
of information and distussion we need to
keep our consensus intact and vital. That
commitment's depth is reflected in the
intense competition each semester among
faculty teams, depa-rtments and committees
and'support offices eager tc share their work
with their colleagues.

Thi; nlost inlportant single outcome 01 our
faculty's hard-won and dynamic consensus
is the curriculum itself. The curriciilum, as
an ;ntegrated matrix of developmental

4%.

-
experiences, also provides the strongest
framework of stability for our assessment
system. Because the curriculum is by design
coherent and unified rather than a
collection of programs designed for
disparate goals and often working at
cross-purp,..;es it could and did give rise
to a coherent, unified assessment system.

This coherence and unity also make it
possible for us to encourage students to
pursue highly individual paths through the
curriculum, since its developmental logic
permeates every course and program. We
have indeed managed to approach a
situation in which, as one faculty member
put it, "the stUdent bumps into what she'
needs next whichever way she turns."

Working from consensus, we have been able
to progress steadily but unhurriedly toward
generic assessment techniques. These can'
provide an important unitying framework
within an assessment system, but they could
never have been successfully imposed nor
could the process of their discovery be
abridged without vitiating their meaning.

Collaborating on our common venture we
have t ome to perceive the patterns
underlying our several disc iplines'
opprom. he; to a given competence, and
have discerned basic unities within the
(livers(' assessMent fechniqu2s invented lora
given level by various instructors. Gradually,
with careful testing and faculty feedbac k for .

redesign, Nye have been able to offer more
and mi 4re generic criteria and even
«griplete instruments that can be used
eftuctivelv with appropriate attar tatains
and augmentations throughout tne
college.

5 8
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This work of mbnitoring assessment
niques for comparability of.meaning

and veloping generic instruments and
criteria is a major responsibility of the
Assessment Ccimmittee. This body, with
representatives from each Competence
Division, the Assessment Center and related
support areas, is charged with overseeing
the entire assessment system as it evolves.

Jhe work is alsocanied on simultaneously -
in several other areas. It is a continuing part
of the collaborative work of each academic
and profesSional dePartment, arid likelvise of
each orthe Discipline Divisions into which
the departments are organized. Each of the
eight interdisciplinary Competence Divisions
also has.a major responsibility to review
assessment techniques across disciplines (as
outlined in Chapter Two above) and to
operate as clearinghouse, coordinator and

generic designer.

External assessment techniques also provide
a valuable stabiliving element in a
developmentally fluid system such as ours.
As with the generic technioues, external

.assessments could not have been
meaningfully imposed at the outset. Ihey
have evolved a5 the faculty grew more and
more Convinced that the externality. inherent

-in all obi- assessments could and should be

extracted; as it were, in a purer torm to give
us greater ac«-ss to outside perspectives on
a regular basis.

Assessors may be drawn from outside the
course or Wanting experience or from
off-cAmpus. Tk eraire assessment situation °
may bp administered outside the course
setting. as are those handled throilgh the
Assc,sment Center. Perhaps the most
concentrated dOse of externality comet in
assessment techniques that are not designed
as the culmination of any course or learning
experience, such as the pre-entry assessment
battery for level 1 of communications .1- the

Integated Competence Seminar at the end
of the second year.

Wholly external assessments like the ICS,
'however, require great restraint. Such an
assessment's value to the faculty as an
outside,"check" on what is beinKtaught and
learned must be weighed against its
tendency to be of limited developmental
value to students, who experieNce it as
something for which they have not had
adequate learning and with which they; have
no further opportunity to work once they
have taken it. For this reason the initiation
and design of the ICS and any similar
instrunwnts lies with the .Assessment
Committee.

As the Competence L)ivisions review their
respective competences, the Assessment
Committee regularly reviews the "whole
picture" across departments and disciplines
and among the several competences. It is
their task to see that a potentially important

'loment in one area is disseminated
even lwfore a fuller report in a forum like
the tat ultvistatt institute into other areas

t':)9
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where its impact may be important. They
arso work to maintain, a general consistency
of development throughout the system so
that no one area or element slips out of
foEus, as in theis. recent effort to encourage
wider use of oral and multi:.media
assessie;ents throughout the coOge.

Elements of Change
The Assessment Committee's most important

. responsibility, however,' is to carry on a
constant rethinkir., of our goals and
Progress towards them and to seek out and-
nurture any promising new avenues of
inquiry or insight. just as the Competence
Divisions do with individual competences,
the-committee members-work constantly to
pull together what we have learned about
assessment and its contribution to learning-
and-how we might wish to altei or augment
our overall assessment system. In this role,

_the Assessment Ct?rnrnittee iunctions .nOt

only as an agent cif synthesis and coherence
butalso as a source of continuing fluidity
and change.

.A significant instance of this arose reeently
as iridividual departments began to
crystallize some patterns they were seeing in
student penorinance on advanced
assessments. As students neared graduation,
instructors in every arrN tmind themselves
facing the.que%tion ot'how to make
.verifiable dictinctions among student
performances, and between those that were
sixcessful and those that were outstanding.
What criteria, they asked, were they really
using in sensing and greeing on ,,uch
distinctions?

4

In the matheMatics and biology
departments, for example, instnictors had
begun to assess for' "independence; On
assessrgent records detailing criteria for eacb
step in the scientific problem.solving
method, biology assessors were also noting
whether the step was student-initiated (+1),
faculty-initiated tO) or required repeated "..

faculty intervention (-1). The niath
department had developed a ten-point scale
for rating the independence of a student's
work in each of five areas tdefinition,
aNiom, theorem, computation,' application). -
Other instructors were making similar efforts
to become explicit abourtheir aoparently ,

intuitive judgments in,discriminating among
successful performances and descritiing the
klersonal styles'of individual students.

Aware of these and related concerns and
their potential implications, the members of
:he Assessment Committee Were working to
define the elements that distinguished
adnvanced-level learning from a student's
earlier development. At the year-end
institute, they shared their work with the
taculty and staff on defining six
"characteristics of advanced student
performvce."

6 0
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These represented qualities integration,
independence, self-awareness;' creativity,
commitment and habituality that seem to
stand in retation to competence as an
adverb does to a verb. Thus:they reasoned,

.4
a student might demonstrate her :ability to
"take a personal position regarding the
implications of,contemporary.events"
(contemporary World, level 6) or to "lead
organizational activity effectively" (social ..

interaction, level 6) and be validated. But
she might further be identifi6d in terms of
how self-aware she was about the
techniques she used in her leadership, or to
what extent she integrated her stands on
particular issues within a coherent personal
framework.

Using the regults irbm smalt-group
brainstorming sessions.with the whole
iaculty and,staff, the Assessment Committee
refurned to work on the characteristics to
break out thcir rnodeS of appearance J t
different levels of student development.
'Work on the "advanc-ed characteristics" is
still in its eaily stages but clearly this new
exploration will make a salient contribution
to the future shape of our assessment
system.

Nor is the Assesment Committec the only
institutionalized agent (fn. change. At every
other level as well, from the Competence
bivisiom io the individual faculty member,
the process of pulling together what has
bee,1 learned ineVftably suggests new
questions and directions and the solution to
-one challenge almost always poses others.

This intertwined process can even beieen
in the work of our Office of Evaluation. The
office was createcl as a permanent means of
enabling us to stand outside our own
assumptions and continually critique the
relevance of our educational goals and the ,

effectiveness of our methods. Drawing on
diverse instruments and,techniques for
assessing human development, cognitive,
and other skills and various modes of
learning, the Office of Evaluation staff
conducts a number of cross-sectional and
longitudinal studies of our students'
development according to standards.and
measures other than our own.

They also design and administer intensive
interview techniques for eliciting student
perceptions and attitudes during their-years
here, and maintain an ongoing program of
comparison testing among assessment
instruments from throughout the college. In
addition, they are conducting studies of
cutstanding professionals in several fields
and have planned follow-op studies of our
graduates as means 01 checking the value or
our curriculu;li and competences to the

profe'sional woman.
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'Tradition would suggest carrying on such
4fesearh as far outside the college as
Ossible From the first, however, we

.,.Nalized that existing measures aod .

experimental designs woild need serious
modification for use in evaluating our

..non-traditionz,l methods., The Offi:e of
Evaluation staff would therefow need th
have as thorough an understanding of our
methods and their rationale as any faculty
member. It ;iso soon becaMe clear that as
our urtderstandings and,methods continued
to evolve, the evaluation team would need
to be intimazely aware of the'changes in
order.to keep (heir monitoring up to date.

As a-resuit the Office of Evaluation has
operated from its inception as an integral
part of the college, and in i.olliborating with
faculty members to design and revisetheir
own studies the evatuatIon team has made
innumerable contributions to the faculty's
thinking and'Oanning. As they are
completed and published, the Office of
Evaluation's reports Will be as valid and
objective as the best rehearCh skills can
make them. Even while they are being
carried out, however, Ihe office's monitoring
and evaluation efforts exert a strong and
invaluable creative influence on our
curriculum in general and on our assessmetit
system in p..ticular.

A Heuristic for Developing Systems
Because constant evolution of this sort is not
only inevitable but desirable, and because
each faculty's best effort to as5ess their
achievement of their ,ducational aims will
necessarily result in a unique system, we

fhave concluded that the most .useful model
we can offer is not a detailed char/ of our
own organization or the flows of Orocess
within it. Instead, we feel we can best share
what we have learned.by offering another
heuristic -- this time not a model, but a
Series of questions-indicating dynamics or
elements which we have found essential to
the development and ongoing growth of our
assessment sxstem.
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What I yggLimstir Whole faculties,
even at a small college, are too large to do
much o(the detail work that must be done
in bringing.new conceptibns into clarity and
clarified ideas into reality. Committees and
task forces are too small to think of all the
relevant possibilities or to generate -and
maintain faculty-wide consensus. Some vitt
of ongoing dialectic was the dynamic we
fciurid essential far accomplishing all these
goals simultaneously. At one point the
dialog was president-facultyohen it was
largely task force-departmenG, ind now it
occurs in numerous modes (Competence
Divisions-individual faculty, Assessment
Côr-,-,-,ilee-Competence Divisions, any
group-whole faculty via workshops and
institutes, etc.). The creative dialectic can
take a protean variety of forms; hut if it isn't
there, nothing happens.

Are an V-04,figitiel...914241 We are
,constantly astonished at how perishable.
insights,prove to be. No matter how
carefully we formulate our understanding
about one element of the systim within a
year or two the things we learn in other
areas reshape that summary's meaning so
that it looks at best incomplete, at worst
positively inaccurate.' Not one of the
competences or its constituent levels, not
one of our statements of committee duties or
priorities, not any assessment technioae or
learning everience doesn't soon need
revising or rethinking. Everything can't be
rethought at once, of course; and some
revisions are more urgent than others. But
any time a statement or a set of criteria
mare than a year'old looks as 'good as it did
the day it was written,. -look again.

What ore yo_trying to assess; Whether we
are rethinking some part of the-existing
system or wrestling with a new problerri, we
always find ouselves back at "Go." We
simply cannot work effectively with any part
of the assessment system until we have,
carefully stated:tor restated) which outcome
it is supposed to help us assess. Often, when

we reach a roadblock in ouF thinking, we
find that "it is because we are really as far as
the old statement of the outcoMe will take
us, and we are readier than we know to
restate
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Who ire VOW amissment "naturati7l-
Assessment isn3 a field in which anyone has
trained expertise, not even measurement
psychologists. But your system will demand
the whple professional effort of at least one
or two people who find that they actually
enjoy reading, writing, eating and breathing
assessment. We have found home-grown
talent to be essential here, particularly in the
earlier stages. It would be futile to import a
system or follow an outside expert's
formulations: you can only assess what you
mean te teach. At some point, your faculty's
assessMent specialists will find themselves
diverging from whatever profesional paths
they had been following to shepherd the
system's growth. But if they are 'indeed

-"naturals," they won't mind,
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Have you (oak s! at the whole *Dug
cescujyi The process of_thinking through
and planning any part of the system or of
successfully designing and carrying out.an
assessment that reveals genuine learning
progress can be both engrossing and
rewarding. We have had to remind ourselves
at every level to keep looking at the overalt
view, to re-evaluate goals and directions, to
pay attention to the total "shape" of what
we are doing. This is a critical job, and
because it doesn't always seem pressing it
needs to be constantly reinforced as a
priority. But we have found that it pays some
of the richest dividends in helping us realize
our accomplishments and find promising.
new avenues of development. It can also
help stave off cumulative errors ur
omissions.



Like'anything worth 'doing, developing an
assessment system (or any part of it, even an
individual assessment technique) isn't easy.
.As an imgoing system, assessment makes

demands on student and faCulty time that,

are roughly equal to what they were under
traditional testing. But we have made an
enormous investment in faculty time and
energy over the past decade to develop the
system, and the ongoing corporate work of

evaluating. assessment both the severM
instruments and the whole system
represents a new area.of faculty
responsibility.

,Besides the quantity of effort, OUf
;exploration into assessment has also

required a new quality or kind of work from

us as a faculty. Setting aside our accustomed
commitment to the most thorough possible

discussion and academic debate, we had to

Commit ourselves to active experiment. We
had to "agree to agree," to move forward
and woik virith a lk,eable plan even though

many of us might harbor- reservations and

, uncertainties, in order to gain some concrete
experience to learn from and improve upon.
We had ti) deny ourselves the luxury of
standing at an impasse, in the interest of

making at least an ,honest attempt.

We feel certain, however, that the benefits

have already outweighed the cos's. The

assessment system itself, in what it has
already contributed to our students'

-learning,..has proved bel,ond price, In
addition, we have gained as a faculty. We

are much more able than ever before to
work.openly and effectively as colleagues,
without regard tir status or discipline.,yVe

have come to rely so habitually on 4
constant, collaborative sharing that ow

unusually full schedule of workshops and
institutes never completely satisfies the
demand. We ane karning how to fail, to
admit failures and even to share them so
they can be learned from. We ate thus also
gaining a confidence that give% our-teaching
more authority and more flexibility than our
students used to be able to expect.

in writing, this all sounds much more clearly
planned and organized than it ever was, is
or will be in experience. Our exploration
began as a college-wide effort because' we
were confronting a college-wide rethinking
of our mission and our goals. It might just as
'easily have beguii in a single department or
division or professional program. Where we
feel we have succeeded is in discovering
and learning some of the ways to maintain
and nurture a dynamic process of
development.

At the heart of that process is the willingness
to risk. Most of our learning has corne from
experience: we have never yet been able to

.
foresee and predesign nearly as well as we
can understand and modify afterward. The
wisdom of hindsight is priceless, but there's

unly.one way to get it. As one faculty
member put it, we couldn't begin working ,

on,.our future until we took the leap that
brought it into our present.
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